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A Introduction to the Report
1 Voluntary State Reporting System on the OSCE’s Human Dimension

In 2016, Germany holds the chairmanship of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE). On this occasion, the German Federal Foreign Office charged the German Institute for Human Rights (Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte, DIMR) with evaluating how the political OSCE commitments in the area of the “human dimension” are being implemented in Germany. The “human dimension” includes the topics democracy, human rights, and fundamental freedoms. With this independent evaluation, the German Federal Foreign Office follows the examples of Switzerland and Serbia, who presented such reports for the first time during their OSCE chairmanships in 2014 and 2015. This is to become good practice for OSCE States on a voluntary basis to promote the effectiveness of the human dimension in the OSCE area and to strengthen the OSCE in its role as a regional actor for conflict prevention and resolution.

In contrast to the United Nations’ or Council of Europe’s frameworks for the protection of human rights, in the OSCE there is currently no country-based system to monitor the implementation of the OSCE human dimension commitments. Germany is the third country in a row to present an independent evaluation report voluntarily and thereby sends a clear signal that it takes the implementation of the OSCE human dimension commitments seriously. The process is made up of three elements: This independent evaluation report submitted by the German Institute for Human Rights as a National Human Rights Institution, a comment on the report from civil society and a comment from the federal government.

After the end of the East-West conflict in the mid-1990s, the OSCE arose from the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), which concluded with the Helsinki Final Act in 1975. The OSCE bases its work on a broad concept of security that includes the politico-military dimension, the economic and environmental, and the human dimension (human rights and democracy).

In the 1975 Helsinki Final Act, the “respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion, or belief” was already acknowledged as one of the guiding principles. Since that time, all participating States have repeatedly renewed their commitment to these OSCE guiding principles, in 1990 in the Charter of Paris and most recently in the Astana Commemorative Declaration in 2010. Many detailed commitments in the human dimension have already been agreed upon by the participating States. The commitments are not legally binding (in contrast to the United Nations’ and Council of Europe’s human rights treaties under international law) but are political commitments made by the States.

The OSCE guiding principles and commitments are also closely connected to international human rights law. In the Helsinki Final Act, the 7th guiding principle refers directly to the international system for the protection of human rights: “In the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms, the participating States will act in conformity with the purposes and tenets of the Charter of the United Nations and with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They will also fulfil their obligations as set forth in the international declarations and agreements in this field, including inter alia the International Covenants on Human Rights, by which they may be bound.”

1 http://www.osce.org/de/mc/395037?download=true
2 All OSCE commitments are available at http://www.osce.org/resources in several languages. The English-language publication “OSCE Human Dimension Commitments” (3rd edition 2012) compiles relevant OSCE human rights commitments thematically and can be downloaded at: http://www.osce.org/odihr/76894
3 http://www.osce.org/de/mc/395037?download=true
fore an inherent connection between the OSCE commitments and the human rights commitments that apply to the respective States arising from the conventions they have ratified.

### 2 Topic Selection

The objective of this report is to critically evaluate the implementation status of OSCE commitments in selected areas in Germany. For this kind of independent evaluation the National Human Rights Institution charged with carrying out the evaluation must also be able to independently select the topics to be covered. Only in this way can the evaluation fulfill its purpose of offering a meaningful picture of the implementation of OSCE commitments and thus indirectly of the human rights situation in the country. The selection of topics was made according to the key activities of OSCE-ODIHR (Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights). In doing so, attention was given to including current, relevant political and human rights challenges that typically date back no more than five years.

The following topics were evaluated:
- Tolerance and Non-discrimination: Combating discrimination and hate crimes
- Gender Equality: Collection of data on preventing and combating violence against women; equal remuneration; women, peace and security
- Combating Trafficking in Human Beings: Human trafficking for forced labour, child trafficking, collection of data and reporting
- Elections: Voting rights of persons with disabilities and their right to run in elections
- Transparency and democratic institutions: Transparency of parties’ and representatives’ incomes and political interest representation

The selection made by DIMR according to these criteria is open to criticism from the government and non-governmental organizations, who can also raise objections on this point in their comments on the report.

### 3 Methods

The standard for evaluating the areas listed above are the OSCE commitments.

In the individual chapters, the contents of the OSCE commitments are first described and their connections to human rights commitments are shown. Basic information on the legal-institutional framework of the respective topic in Germany is also given. The problem is then described using the current situation in Germany. Following that, the status of the OSCE commitments’ implementation is assessed. In the evaluation, a process-oriented perspective has been chosen in accordance with the political character of the OSCE commitments, and answers to the following questions are sought: Is the human rights problem recognized by the government? Are steps to solving the problem being taken? Are the steps taken effective in eliminating the human rights problem? Are there recommendations for further steps?

To answer these questions, we used government and parliament statements (in some cases at the Länder level in addition to the federal level), publicly available data, studies, evaluations from independent national and international committees and our own data collected by surveying government agencies and civil society organizations. For some topics, interviews with experts were used to gather more in-depth information in addition to desk research. Depending on the topic area, the evaluation includes developments from the past three to five years and considers publicly available data and information until mid-May 2016. In many areas, however, official statistics were only available for 2014. The Institute itself worked on several chapters while others were assigned to external experts. The co-operation of the responsible government departments and civil society is crucial for the evaluation’s success and role model effect. Despite the short timeframe, civil society is to have an opportunity to comment meaningfully on the report. This is to be ensured by the position at the Center for International Peace Operations (ZIF) initiated by the German
Federal Foreign Office to support and co-ordinate civil society actors during Germany’s OSCE chairmanship. This report and the comments from the government and civil society will be presented in the autumn of 2016 on the margins of the annual “Human Dimension Implementation Meeting”, the central OSCE conference on human rights and democracy.
B  Tolerance and Non-discrimination

Combating Discrimination and Hate Crimes

Dr. Britta Schellenberg

Dr. Kati Lang
1 Introduction

1.1 OSCE Commitments

The 1990 Copenhagen Document emphasizes the fundamental concern of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights by stating:

“All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law will prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground.”

The prohibition of discrimination represents a fundamental principle of human rights and is considered a core OSCE element. In its “Strategy to Address Threats to Security and Stability in the 21st Century”, the OSCE emphasizes that discrimination and intolerance both endanger the security of individuals and can be responsible for the emergence of wider-scale conflicts and violence, as discrimination, intolerance, and hate crimes can cause “ethnic, political and social tensions within and between States”.

The OSCE emphasizes that to implement its goals it seeks out cooperation with international organizations, for example the United Nations (UN) or the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) as well as with civil society.

1.2 Legal and Institutional Framework in Germany

Germany has ratified the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), which the OSCE considers groundbreaking in setting and implementing standards based on the rule of law in participating States. Germany is also a contracting State of the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities.

In the Basic Law (Grundgesetz), which arose in deliberate contrast to National Socialism, human rights and the protection against discrimination are given a high priority.

Since 2006, the General Equal Treatment Act (Allgemeines Gleichbehandlungsgesetz, AGG) has guaranteed the legal protection against discrimination in the area of employment and occupation as well as in general civil legal relations. The AGG implements four EU Directives on protection against discrimination. In the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) an Anti-Discrimination Agency (ADS) was established, and several Länder have also set up anti-discrimination agencies. They have a mandate for raising awareness and counselling but no investigative rights or rights to initiate proceedings. Legal protection is guaranteed by the courts.

The Immigration Act, which entered into force in 2005, controls immigration and reflects Germany’s new self-understanding as a destination country for immigration.

In 2015, it was clarified in the Criminal Code that racist, xenophobic or other bias-related motivations are to be considered aggravating circumstances in sentencing (Sec. 46(2) German Criminal Code (StGB)). Protection against discriminatory statements is guaranteed in particular with the criminal offences of incitement of the people (Sec. 130 StGB) and the prohibition against using or distributing signs and symbols of anti-constitutional organizations (Sec. 86 StGB).

In 1998, the “Forum against Racism” was established by the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI)
to encourage exchanges and dialogue between government institutions and non-governmental organizations about racism and protection against discrimination in Germany.

1.3 Methods
This chapter is based on documents from OSCE / ODIHR, in particular Ministerial Council Decisions, documents from German governments and parliaments at the federal and Länder levels, reports from non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and independent committees, and scientific studies. Beyond that, our own surveys were used in order to give as complete and informed a description of the topics as possible. Guidelines (semi-open questions) were developed as the basis for addressing relevant actors. During March and April 2016, interviews were conducted by the authors of this chapter. All police training and continuing education facilities as well as many civil society actors were sent a written survey. In addition, semi-structured interviews were conducted with people from civil society, the judiciary and representatives. In particular, groups affected by discrimination and hate crimes (including those affected by racism and members of the LGBTI community) were surveyed.

2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

Calls for violence against refugees and migrants as well as against politicians, journalists and human rights defenders have significantly increased in recent years. Due to this, many people and organizations feel called to get involved in civil society. They hold demonstrations for diversity, tolerance and human rights, for example at the beginning of 2015 in Munich with more than 20,000 people. Large social organizations and the religious communities have clearly stated their position against hate speech and racist attacks. Many people are involved in volunteer work to support refugees. Numerous members of the government and the Federal President have asked people not to follow racist slogans and movements. For the most part, members of the Bundestag and Länder parliaments, with the exception of parties such as “Alternative for Germany” (Alternative für Deutschland, AfD) and the National Democratic Party of Germany (Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands, NPD), have clearly distanced themselves from racist hate speech and violent acts.

2.1 Hate Crime in Germany
In 2015, the number of hate crimes (crimes motivated by group-based bias) increased by 77% compared to the previous year (2015: 10,373, 2014: 5,858 crimes). According to the Federal Criminal Police service statistics, 22,960 were crimes with a right-wing motive. This represents an increase of 35% from the previous year (17,020 crimes with a right-wing motive in 2014).

A large number of the criminal acts are “hate speech”, including 11,071 propaganda crimes and 1,951 acts of incitement in 2014. There were 1,029 violent hate crimes in the sense of physical assaults, and the vast majority of these – 900 – were assault and battery offences. The independent counselling centres, however, recorded nearly double the number of physical assaults in its statistical territory between 2014 and 2015 (2014: 782; 2015: 1,468).

The number of xenophobic crimes subsumed under the term “crimes with a right-wing motive” even increased by 117%. From 3,945 in 2014 to 8,529 in 2015. Even when only considering

7 For example: Alliance for Tolerance, Solidarity, Democracy and Constitutional State – Against Prejudice, Hatred and Violence (Allianz für Weltoffenheit, Solidarität, Demokratie und Rechtsstaat – gegen Intoleranz, Menschenfeindlichkeit und Gewalt) http://www.allianz-fuer-weltoffenheit.de/
9 Bundestag Printed Paper 18/5758, pp. 4 ff.
11 Author’s note: East German Länder including Berlin.
racially motivated violent acts, the civil society counselling centres for those affected by right-wing and racist violence registered 1,056 incidents in 2015 for the East German Länder, Berlin and North Rhine-Westphalia.\textsuperscript{14}

After a significant increase by 25.2\% in 2014 (especially in the area of hate speech), anti-Semitic crimes decreased by 14.4\% in 2015.\textsuperscript{15} In all, in 2015 the police recorded 1,366 anti-Semitic offences.\textsuperscript{16}

Statements on homophobic/transphobic attacks or attacks on people with disabilities or the homeless are difficult to make because of the lack of valid data. There are some civil society organizations that monitor these types of acts, but they are limited in terms of the territory they cover. The gay anti-violence project MANEO, for example, recorded 474 reports of homophobic attacks in Berlin alone in 2014.\textsuperscript{17}

For all areas of hate crime, we can assume a high number of unrecorded cases.\textsuperscript{18}

\subsection*{2.2 Xenophobic Attitudes and Radicalization in Society}

When looking at attitudes in the Federal Republic of Germany over the course of time, xenophobic attitudes have steadily declined. However, the most recent studies on attitudes show that in certain population segments there has been an increase in xenophobia toward groups like the “Roma” and “refugees” as well as toward Muslims.\textsuperscript{19} In longitudinal studies of so-called “group-focused enmity”, it has been found that people who devalue other people often harbour a more generalized “ideology of inequality”.

Relevant forms of “group-focused enmity” have been identified as racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism, homophobia, prejudices against homeless persons, prejudices against disabled persons, anti-Muslim attitudes, classic sexism, privileges of the establishment, and prejudices against long-term unemployed persons.\textsuperscript{20}

With the motto “Patriotic Europeans against the Islamization of the Occident” (Patriotische Europäer gegen die Islamisierung des Abendlandes, Pegida), many people have marched in weekly demonstrations since October 2014, mostly in Dresden but also in other German cities under different names. This movement is hostile to refugees and Islam and tries to pick up and intensify diffuse prejudices and fears that exist in the broader population.

“Pegida” achieved its highest degree of mobilization in January 2015 with around 17,000 participants. In 2016 between 2,000–4,000 people have demonstrated almost weekly in Dresden. The movement offers a degree of arbitrariness, a bias-oriented “anti” attitude, vague to clear rejection of democratic institutions – in particular of the free press – and opposition to women’s emancipation and gender mainstreaming. It is difficult to determine the movement’s ideological core by looking at platforms but its ideology becomes manifest in its weekly statements. The propaganda of hate is justified with the right to “self-defence”. The – not precisely defined – Us, “the Germans” are believed to be threatened and the elites, politicians and journalists who are out of touch with the people are thought to be accepting of this supposedly existential threat. With this logic, the followers see themselves placed into a self-defence situation, which is why a crime is ultimately not viewed as a crime but as an act of self-defence. This can contribute to radicalization processes among the participants who can then

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{VBRG2015} VBRG 2015: Statistik 2015 [Statistics 2015].
\end{thebibliography}
certainly “take action” and commit bias-motivated illegal acts.\footnote{Cf. Schellenberg (2016), pp. 309–339.}

Since then, both in Germany and in other European countries regional “branches” of Pegida have been founded, although not all have been as successful as the original. However, the numerous campaigns and initiatives directed against refugee accommodation should not be underestimated. Despite the public welcoming culture viewed positively by a much larger percentage of the population, when refugees are brought to their accommodation there are often protests.

### 2.3 Attacks on Refugees and Refugee Accommodation

Refugees and other migrants are especially in danger of becoming victims of hate crimes. In the Federal Republic of Germany, there are violent attacks resulting in serious injury every day. In particular, actions against refugee accommodation have increased recently. The Federal Criminal Police Service registered 923 politically motivated crimes against asylum accommodation in 2015.\footnote{http://www.bmi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Nachrichten/Pressemitteilungen/2016/05/pmk-2015-straftaten-gegen-asylunterkuenfte.pdf?__blob=publicationFile}

Often damage was done before the accommodation was opened. There were instances of stones being thrown and graffiti of hate speech but also shots with live ammunition, arson, and bomb attacks. In 2015, German non-governmental organizations\footnote{The non-governmental organizations Pro Asyl and Amadeu Antonio Foundation, whose goal is to promote a civil society that firmly opposes anti-democratic tendencies.} recorded 1,072 attacks on refugee accommodation nation-wide including 136 arson attacks.\footnote{Mut gegen rechte Gewalt [Courage against right-wing violence] (2014).}

### 2.4 Attacks on Human Rights Defenders and Journalists

For several years, verbal attacks, insults and threats against human rights defenders\footnote{Definition according to the OSCE: “Human rights defenders” are people who, individually or with others, act to promote or protect human rights through peaceful means. http://www.osce.org/odihr/103584} have been on the rise. With the new refugee situation and assistance in Germany, those active in work with refugees have become a target for hatred and violence. According to the estimates of civil society organizations, this threat is often not sufficiently recognized by government agencies.\footnote{Response from the Amadeu Antonio Foundation to the authors’ survey.}

Politicians from all parties are also affected, especially Die Linke (46) and the SPD (22), who have worked against right-wing extremism or for refugees. In 2015, a total of 75 violent acts and incidents of property damage were registered.\footnote{German Federal Government (2016): Response to the Brief Enquiry from Representative Lazar, Bündnis 90 / Die Grünen.}

The non-governmental organization Reporters without Borders recorded six attacks on journalists in 2014; in 2015 it increased to 26 attacks, although the organization noted that there is a high number of unrecorded cases.\footnote{Cf. Öffentliches Fachgespräch [Public expert discussion] (2016); Metzger (2015), pp. 68f.} It has been observed that right-wing extremist violent criminals are integrated into the security structure at demonstrations and take co-ordinated action against media representatives.\footnote{Cf. Öffentliches Fachgespräch [Public expert discussion] (2016); Metzger (2015), pp. 68f.} In 2014, the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom recorded 10 attacks on journalists in Germany, and in 2015 there were even 49 in Germany, 29 of which were violent crimes, 13 property damage (usually cameras) and 7 serious verbal threats. The resulting negative impact on the freedom of the press was the subject of a public expert discussion in the Bundestag at the beginning of 2016.\footnote{Cf. Öffentliches Fachgespräch [Public expert discussion] (2016).}

### 2.5 Social Media

On social media, for example Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram and Tumblr, hate speech has continually increased in recent years and is becoming more aggressive. The incitement is directed especially against non-Germans, people of Muslim and Jewish faith, Sinti and Roma, refu-
gees or homosexuals and transsexuals as well as human rights defenders.

The non-profit company Jugendschutz.net has observed an increase in the radicalization of internet debates.\textsuperscript{31} Several newspapers such as Der Tagesspiegel and Die Zeit have agreed to monitor comments. They report that hateful comments make up around 5 to 10 percent of daily posts.\textsuperscript{32}

### 2.6 The Series of Murders by the National-Socialist Underground (NSU) and the Authorities’ Failure to Solve Them

The Neo-Nazi terrorist group “NSU” is being held responsible for at least ten murders; nine of the victims had a Turkish, Kurdish or Greek migrant background and one was a police officer without a migrant background. They are also being held responsible for three bomb attacks that affected primarily people with Turkish and Iranian migrant backgrounds. After an attempted bank robbery that failed on 4 November 2011, the “NSU” exposed itself. A video released afterward took responsibility and proves the crimes’ racist background: The first nine victims – called Turks – were chosen according to racist criteria. The group denied their right to live in Germany. The targeted killings of individuals and the bomb attacks were supposed to realize the national-racist ideas of the “NSU”, which were influenced by National Socialism, and spread fear and terror among migrants. Between 1998 and 2001, the “NSU” was able to commit its crimes undisturbed without the law enforcement agencies seriously considering racists and neo-Nazis as suspects and searching for them.\textsuperscript{33}

Instead, government agencies in all Länder in which the crimes had been committed primarily investigated the victims, their friends and families, and in the “Turkish milieu” or among minority groups (especially Sinti and Roma), whereby they were assumed to be involved in “organized crime” based on stigmatizations of their ethnic groups. Other lines of investigation were quickly dropped or not pursued at all. Corresponding to these methods, the names of the investigation units were “Bospurus” and “Halbmond” (Crescent). The agencies’ media strategy also focused particularly on “organized crime” among Turkish migrants. This led to the crimes becoming known to the public as the “Kebab murders”.\textsuperscript{34} In addition, the agencies informed the media about “investigations in the Gypsy milieu” and the supposedly “hottest lead” with suspicious “Sinti clans”.\textsuperscript{35}

### 3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments’ Implementation

At the Ministerial Council’s meeting in Maastricht in 2003, the term “hate crimes” was introduced into OSCE agreements and since then has increasingly been included. With the Ministerial Council’s Decision on Tolerance and Non-discrimination in 2007 and the Decision on Combating Hate Crimes in 2009, detailed agreements on the topic were made.\textsuperscript{36} To be considered a hate crime, a criminal act must fulfil two criteria: it must (1) be a criminal offence and (2) be motivated by bias.\textsuperscript{37} It is stated that besides physical attacks on certain persons and groups, for example damaging their homes or places of work, other offences that can be considered hate crimes include attacks on their places of worship or cemeteries, denying the holocaust and damaging their business or property.\textsuperscript{38}

With the Decisions from Athens 2009, the Ministers underline their concern with the increase

\textsuperscript{31} Jugendschutz.net (2015).
\textsuperscript{36} Cf. OSCE (2003), MC.DEC/4/03; OSCE (2007), MC.DEC/10/07; OSCE (2009), MC.DEC/9/09.
\textsuperscript{37} http://hatecrime.osce.org/
\textsuperscript{38} Cf. ODIHR website mentioned above; also including: OSCE (2003), MC.DEC/4/03, cited in: OSCE HRC, pp. 2010f.
in hate crimes in the OSCE area and confirm the need for national and international co-operation to combat them effectively. In particular, the Decision calls for the enactment of appropriate, specific, tailored legislation to combat hate crimes, providing for effective penalties that take into account the gravity of such crimes. It is to be guaranteed that the States promptly investigate hate crimes and ensure that the motives of those convicted of hate crimes are acknowledged and publicly condemned by the relevant authorities and by the political leadership. National legislation is to provide all persons with equal and effective protection from intolerant and discriminatory actions. Persons responsible for discriminatory actions are to be brought to justice. The States are also asked to adopt laws necessary to provide protection against any acts that constitute incitement to violence against persons or groups.

The OSCE participating States emphasize that in order to combat discrimination, intolerance and hate crimes, a comprehensive approach is necessary that also focuses on protecting individual, at-risk groups of people such as Roma and Sinti, Muslims and Jews. On the advice of the participating States, ODIHR uses 5 (transnationally relevant) categories of bias for the Hate Crime Reporting Portal: (1) Racism and xenophobia, (2) Bias against Roma and Sinti, (3) Anti-Semitism, (4) Bias against Muslims and (5) Bias against Christians and members of other religions. Recently, additional groups were also perceived as being in need of particular protection: (6) Persons who are affected by discrimination and hate crimes because of their sexual orientation and gender identity, especially lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgender persons (LGBT), (7) disabled persons, (8) human rights defenders and (9) refugees and migrants. In the OSCE, there is an awareness that additional at-risk groups could be identified depending on the country or region.

In Germany, the groups named by the OSCE/ODIHR are recorded both by civil society counselling centres and the police definition (politically motivated crimes, PMK) of hate crime. The German Criminal Code does not explicitly list all groups, however, but instead gives a collective heading of other bias which is – according to the legal reasoning – to include all forms of hate and bias crimes beyond racism and xenophobia.

As explicitly provided for by the OSCE/ODIHR concept, other groups may be included. Due to the persecution of the so-called “social misfits” (Asoziale) by National Socialism and existing prejudice and attacks on the homeless, these groups can also be considered in particular need of protection. Although crimes directed at the socially marginalized are not recorded as frequently due to under-reporting or even if they are reported then the motivation behind the crime remain unclear, the data on bias-motivated homicides show that these groups are especially focused on when it comes to (homicidal) hate crimes.

3.1 Monitoring Hate Crimes

In recent years, the OSCE has placed particular importance on strengthening its focus on hate
crimes. Reliable data are to be collected and recorded in sufficient detail and regularly made publicly accessible, including as statistics.\(^\text{54}\) The data should include the following aspects: (1) The number of cases reported to law enforcement, (2) the number of cases prosecuted and (3) the number of rulings passed.\(^\text{55}\) Civil society should also provide its own data. If necessary, they should be trained in how to do so by government agencies – supported by ODHR. Participating States are called upon to publish periodic overviews of the problems of racism, xenophobia and discrimination\(^\text{56}\) and to develop early warning measures for violence, intolerance, extremism and discrimination.\(^\text{57}\)

Participating States are to report the data collected to ODHR, whereby it is recommended that they appoint a national contact agency for collecting the various national data.\(^\text{58}\) With domestic monitoring and reporting mechanisms, information about progress in implementing anti-discrimination legislation is to be given regularly and transparently.\(^\text{59}\)

The digital “Tolerance and Non-Discrimination Information System tandis”\(^\text{60}\) and the digital “Hate Crime Reporting” portal\(^\text{61}\) – both operated by ODHR – provide comprehensive state-related data on hate crimes, background on data collection and information on relevant activities and publications in the OSCE area.\(^\text{62}\) In the Bundestag’s NSU committee of inquiry, all parties represented in the German Bundestag jointly recommended the facilitation of “a nation-wide independent monitoring of right-wing, racist and anti-Semitic violent acts”.\(^\text{63}\)

3.1.1 Police

For reporting, German agencies use the data collected in the context of “Politically Motivated Crime” (Politisch Motivierte Kriminalität, PMK).\(^\text{64}\) Hate crime includes offences that were directed at a person “due to their political attitude, nationality, ethnicity, race, skin colour, religion, worldview, descent or due to their outward appearance, their disability, their sexual orientation or their social status and the criminal act is thus causally linked or is therefore directed at an institution/issue or an object.”\(^\text{65}\)

The inclusion of the hate crime concept into that of extremism, as well as the assumption that it must be a “political” action are viewed critically.\(^\text{66}\) The extremism concept focuses primarily on subversive efforts and dedicates itself to averting dangers to the free democratic order. Therefore, bias-motivated crimes are often only recognized as such when they are linked to right-wing extremist perpetrators or organizations.

The extremist approach is criticized by international organizations,\(^\text{67}\) researchers, and the Bundestag’s NSU committee of inquiry\(^\text{68}\) (NSU-UA). In 2015, the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) once again emphatically pointed out to Germany that the importance of combating right-wing extremism and neo-Nazism is recognized but there is concern that the (exclusive) use of these terms inhibits

55 OSCE (2009), MC.DEC/9/09, p. 2 no. 8.
56 OSCE (2004), MEC.DEC/12/04, PC.DEC/621.
58 OSCE (2005), MC.DEC/10/05, p. 227.
60 http://tandis.odihr.pl/
61 http://hatecrime.osce.org/what-odihr-doing
63 Bundestag Printed Paper 17/14600, p. 867.
64 Terms such as “race” or “ethnicity” are problematic because they are linked to outdated scientific concepts and contradict these linguistically. Cf. Lang (2011), pp. 161 f.
65 PMK, Definitionssystem [Politically motivated crime definition system], As of 1 July 2010.
66 Cf. Lang 2015, p. 7 f.
68 Bundestag Printed Paper 17/14600, p. 861.
the broader complex of problems presented by racial discrimination that is urgently in need of being worked on.\textsuperscript{69}

Changes are called for by the affected groups. Anti-Muslim and antigypsyist attacks are currently not registered separately; there is only the possibility to record anti-Muslim acts according to the target “Place of Worship / Mosque”,\textsuperscript{70} in regard to the antigypsyist criminal acts there is no option beyond the generic categories mentioned above. For quite some time, interest groups such as the Central Council of Muslims (ZMD) or the Turkish Community in Germany (tGD) have demanded separate recording. According to the federal government, “the area of Islamophobia has been increasing in importance as a new form of xenophobia within right-wing extremism in recent years,” but this does “not represent a fundamentally new quality of Islamophobic attitude”.\textsuperscript{71} In regard to criminal acts against Roma and Sinti, the federal government explained that antigypsyist-motivated crimes have a particular importance due to the special historical responsibility and therefore promised to continue to observe the developments in this situation carefully in the future.\textsuperscript{72}

The PMK data categorized with the extremist concept are reported to ODHIR as part of Hate Crime Reporting and made publicly accessible by the Home Affairs agencies.\textsuperscript{73}

Contradictory data exists from the government agencies. In 2014, the Berlin police recorded 74 homophobic/transphobic criminal acts in Berlin alone, including 24 violent crimes.\textsuperscript{74} Nationwide, however, only 60 criminal acts against the person’s sexual orientation, including 34 violent crimes, were recorded by the PMK.\textsuperscript{75}

### 3.1.2 Judiciary

As a counterpart to the PMK police statistics, since 1992 the public prosecutor’s offices have had so-called special surveys that record preliminary investigations, arrest warrants and convictions of criminal acts with xenophobic and right-wing extremist backgrounds. The aggregation of the data collected by the Länder has been carried out by the Federal Office of Justice since 2007. However, the assessment as to whether a criminal act is to be considered one of right-wing extremism is only indicated by a numbered coding scheme that differs from Land to Land.\textsuperscript{76} The judiciary’s special survey forms were substantially revised for the first time in 2013. In the new version, the term “xenophobic and right-wing extremist criminal act” is more precisely defined and the data collection was expanded to include offences committed on the Internet.\textsuperscript{77} The definitions were harmonized with the PMK, whereby it can be assumed that detailed data, for example in the area of crimes against the homeless, are not possible.\textsuperscript{78} The statistical records end with indictments in court and do not include verdicts. The courts’ evaluation of the motive for the crime is therefore not included in the statistical data.\textsuperscript{79}

The data obtained have not yet been made publicly available and also not yet been reported to ODHIR, meaning that the ODHIR database shows a gap. With the Decision by the Conference of the Ministers of Justice on 17 March 2016, the data obtained are to be collected and made publicly available more quickly.\textsuperscript{80}

---
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The lack of statistics on bias-motivated criminal offence covering the whole process of investigations from the police to the public prosecutor’s office to court proceedings including verdicts was already criticized by the NSU committee of inquiry. As a consequence, in 2015 an obligation was introduced for the public prosecutor’s office to inform the Federal Criminal Police Service about the outcome of the investigation of certain serious, politically-motivated criminal offences (homicide, arson, offences involving explosives) – after the investigations by the public prosecution have been concluded with indictments in court. The aim of this obligation is to guarantee that the Federal Criminal Police Service is fully informed about the criminal proceedings of prosecuting hate crimes, including the verdicts. The federal government believes it to be necessary for the Federal Criminal Police Service to be able to evaluate and analyse data on the outcome of the proceedings in the area of politically motivated violent crime.

In addition to this, at the request of the Conference of the Ministers of Justice the Federal Prosecutor’s Office prepared informational sheets with “Indicators for Recognizing Right-Wing Terrorist Connections” (as of 2015) for the public prosecutor’s offices and prison officers. However, this concentrates more on the “classic right-wing extremist” perpetrators; the focus is on “right-wing terrorism” and not hate crimes.

### 3.1.3 Monitoring by Civil Society

Besides state agencies, civil society organizations conduct independent monitoring to collect data on hate crimes. In all East German Länder and increasingly in the other Länder, professional counselling centres exist for those affected by right-wing and racist violence. They list the following characteristic groups:

- (1) Anti-Semitism,
- (2) racism including (a) anti-Muslim racism and (b) antigypsyism,
- (3) sexual orientation / identity (against LGBTI),
- (4) persons with disabilities,
- (5) social Darwinism (against homeless persons),
- (6) political opponents including (a) journalists and (b) politicians in positions of responsibility,
- (7) non-right-wing or alternative persons.

In a continual process of exchange, the counseling centres have agreed on common criteria for collecting the data; the criteria are based on the concept of hate / bias crimes. The information is recorded in a joint, online database. The number of cases is published regularly and reported to ODIHR.

There are also several regional initiatives by individual groups of those affected, for example the Berlin Gay Anti-Violence Project MANEO e.V. that monitors homophobic attacks; anti-Semitic crimes – even those below the threshold of violent offences – are recorded by the Amadeu Antonio Foundation.

The Berlin districts have dared to take a further step against discrimination by establishing registration offices that aim to uncover everyday discrimination at the local level. They document violent offences, property damage and low-threshold incidents such as graffiti and insults that are not reported for various reasons. They are financed by the districts’ funds and by the Berlin state programme against “right-wing extremism, xenophobia and anti-Semitism”.

The civil society counselling centres record many more cases than the government agencies: In 2014, 782 attacks were recorded in East Germany while the agencies register 383 attacks. Up to the present, only the Land Brandenburg discussed this discrepancy in a solution-oriented manner: Under the direction of the University of Potsdam...
and with the inclusion of civil society and government actors, the homicide cases were re-evaluated, leading to a convergence of the numbers and the actors.  

### 3.2 Criminal Prosecution of Hate Crimes

The responsible authorities are to investigate immediately, meticulously and objectively and prosecute criminally, especially if there are “reasonable grounds for the suspicion” that the motive for the crime is relevant for this area.  

#### 3.2.1 Consequences of the NSU Failure

The authorities’ failure in solving the “National-Socialist Underground’s (NSU)” crimes was viewed as shocking by politicians and the public. The question whether immediate, meticulous and objective investigation and prosecution of hate crimes is ensured in Germany was elevated high up on the political agenda. The establishment of numerous Parliamentary Committees of Inquiry (PUA) at the national and Länder levels underscores the firm desire to make improvements. PUAs were set up at the national level (2012, 2015) and in some Länder (2012: Saxony, Bavaria, Thuringia; 2014: Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia, Baden-Wuerttemberg; 2015: Thuringia) that not only determine and analyse problems but also create strategy recommendations. In these parliamentary processes it has been determined that “right-wing extremism” was underestimated by government agencies and that the agencies failed in many ways in investigating these cases, in part because not all possible leads were followed when investigating the murders and attacks.  

However, the focus of the problem analysis continues to be primarily right-wing extremism. The racist and stigmatizing work of the investigating and security agencies was not sufficiently discussed on the individual or structural level. Counter-measures within government institutions have not been taken, and that has further strained the relationship between the affected groups or civil society actors and government agencies. Characteristic for the failure to consider these aspects is the founding of the Joint Centre for Countering Right-Wing Extremism (GAR) in December 2011, which led to the Joint Centre for Countering Extremism and Terrorism (GETZ) in November 2012. It established the (co-)operation between the police and offices for the protection of the constitution (Verfassungsschutzbehörden) and provided them with technical upgrades without getting into the problems of racism and hate crimes. This co-operation is based on an extremist concept: Besides “right-wing extremism and terrorism”, it focuses on “left-wing extremism and terrorism” and “extremism of foreigners” (as well as “counter-espionage” and “proliferation”).  

The lack of emphasis on the bias motive of the NSU crimes and the lack of insight into the structural and institutional deficits in investigation work and processing give rise to the concern that in similar cases investigations are not open to all possibilities even today. Problems similar to those in the NSU investigations can be seen, for example, in the “cases” Elias and Mohammed: In 2015, the same perpetrator killed two children after sexually abusing them. One of the victims was a six-year-old German, the other was a four-year-old refugee child. In the case of the German Elias, the investigation followed “all possible leads” while the investigation of the refugee child...  

---
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Mohammed focused on the family, in particular they were assumed to have deceived authorities in order to prevent their impending deportation (even though between 2011 and 2015 there were no cases of faked kidnappings of children with the motive of securing a residency permit).  

### 3.2.2 Investigation and Prosecution of Hate Crimes

In reports from international committees and organizations, the problem of discrimination against minorities by the police and security agencies has repeatedly been pointed out to Germany. Studies have shown evidence of problematic investigation strategies. According to ECI and Human Rights Watch, members of minority groups in Germany have the impression that they cannot rely on the police. Discrimination against Muslims and the police’s negative attitude against Roma, refusal to help blacks when they came to the police for help after racist attacks and categorical suspicion of black victims have been noted. Beyond this, the UN Anti-Racism committee noted with concern that there were repeated reports of racist incidents at police stations.

In particular for the affected groups “homeless persons” and “persons with disabilities”, there is a clear lack of awareness on the part of government authorities. The same applies to the area of homophobic and transphobic crimes, in which progress was achieved when several Länder were able to establish confidence-building measures after delegating special competencies. For this area of hate crimes, as well, it is still to be feared that a majority are not recognized by the authorities.

Organizations for those affected and lawyers tell of long proceedings in some cases, ignoring the motivation of the crime if the proceedings do not go to the departments specializing in politically motivated crimes, and secondary victimization by the authorities. According to a recent study, 47 per cent of those affected by hate crimes did not feel they were taken seriously by the local police, 56 per cent had the impression that the police felt it was important to determine the political background of the act and around one-fifth reported that the officers accused them of being partially at fault.

In regards to public prosecutor’s offices and courts, academic studies have determined that they do not appropriately deal with this crime phenomenon. The bias motivation is not sufficiently included in the charge or the judgment. Only in around half of all charges and judgments is the motive for the crime mentioned. Only around one in ten crimes have the bias motivation included as a justification for harsher sentencing.

---
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Criminal prosecution also suffers from a lack of interpreters and being unable to reach the victims because they have been deported.  

3.3 New Regulations on Hate Crimes

The aforementioned regulations on sentencing for hate crimes came into effect in August 2015. According to the new wording of Sec. 46(2) of the Criminal Code (StGB), when sentencing the judge must now consider the perpetrators’ racist, xenophobic or other hate-based motivations as aggravating circumstances. Germany thus fulfills the requirement for a specific regulation for hate crimes.  

However, it is unclear how the terms racism and xenophobia are to be differentiated. In addition, the term “xenophobia” seems open to criticism: By ascribing the attribute “foreign” to someone, it takes on the perspective of racist perpetrators and can thus trivialize the social dimension of racism.

The phrase “other bias motivations” is open to interpretation and serves as a catch-all term to include all offences in which “the perceived otherness of a group of persons is used to justify the negation of their human rights and to violate the victims’ human dignity.” Associations for those affected have criticized that no other forms of hate crimes have been explicitly named by the lawmakers, for example homophobic and transphobic hate crimes or hate crimes against persons with disabilities. This is necessary so that these motivations are appropriately pursued by police and the judiciary.

Because the law only came into effect in August 2015, there is currently an insufficient number of procedures and statistical data to draw conclusions about the application of the new norm. Besides the criminal legal regulation, the “Guidelines for Criminal Proceedings and Fine Proceedings” (RiStBV), which are binding for the investigating authorities (police and public prosecutor’s office), were also amended. For investigation work, no. 15 RiStBV now emphasizes that “if there are indications that racist, xenophobic or other bias motivations exist, […] the investigation is to be expanded to include these circumstances, as well.” In addition, the possibilities for the public prosecutor’s office to refer victims of bias-motivated offences to private legal action or for the public prosecutor’s office to stop the proceedings have been considerably limited. No. 86 RiStBV clarifies that it is typically in the interest of the public to prosecute if the aforementioned motivations exist. In the case of bodily harm offences, for these reasons a particular public interest can be assumed (No. 234 RiStBV). The background is that certain criminal offences – especially trespassing, insults, (actual) bodily harm, threats and property damage – are only prosecuted if the public prosecutor’s office believes there to be a (particular) public interest.

3.4 Handling Hate Crimes on the Internet

The OSCE calls on the participating States to strengthen their efforts to co-operate with civil society to counter the incitement to bias-motivated hate crimes, explicitly also those that are committed using the Internet. At the same time, the OSCE underlines that the opportunities offered by the Internet for the promotion of democracy, human rights and tolerance education should be fully exploited.

In some agreements, references are made (always unspecific) to the need to respect freedom of opinion.

In Germany, the constitutionally protected freedom of opinion applies as a matter of principle.

---
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However, there are limits set to this fundamental right. German criminal law includes explicit regulations in the area of hate speech. Sec. 86 of the Criminal Code (Strafgesetzbuch, StGB) criminalizes the distribution of propaganda for anti-constitutional organizations, Sec. 86a StGB criminalizes the use of signs from prohibited parties and associations, in particular National-Socialist organizations. Sec. 130 StGB penalizes incitement, which includes attacks on human dignity and the incitement to racially motivated hate as well as the call for violent and arbitrary measures. According to this norm, the denial of the National-Socialist genocide of the Jews and the Sinti and Roma as well as public glorification, justification or trivialization of the National-Socialist dictatorship are also criminalized. A public call to criminal acts is penalized according to Sec. 111 StGB. Additionally, there are general norms on offences involving insults and defamation (Secs. 185 ff. StGB).

The federal government has no comprehensive strategy for handling hate speech on the Internet. In particular the German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection (BMJV) is active in this area, though. In autumn 2015, the Federal Justice Minister started an “Initiative against Hate Messages in Social Networks” together with Facebook and other social media. In December, government representatives, businesses and industry associations agreed on stricter monitoring of hate speech. Besides this, in March 2016 the Ministers of Justice at the national and Länder levels agreed (a) that the BMJV would provide information online to make it easy to understand how to submit reports of online hate crimes; (b) that the public prosecutor’s offices would quickly review reports and prosecute if the requirements to do so are met; and (c) that the cross-border investigations of the distribution of propaganda for anti-constitutional organizations as well as of the use of signs from prohibited parties and associations is to be made easier.223

Strategies against hate speech and bias crimes in the public and social web are being discussed by various social and state actors: For example, hate speech online is to be contradicted with counter-speech approaches, and objections are to be encouraged. First reactions can be seen in individual model projects funded by the national government. Initiatives such as jugendschutz.net try to directly contact internet providers to convince them to delete hate speech content.224

Organizations for those affected such as the Central Council of Jews in Germany point out the lack of measures for combating hate speech found online. Content that is put online via a foreign server cannot be traced back at all or only to a limited extent.225

### 3.5 Education and Further Training of Police and Judiciary

The OSCE wants to promote understanding for the universality of human rights in the OSCE area with education and further training for police and members of the judiciary.226 To combat hate crimes, the Ministerial Council calls on the participating States to “introduce or further develop professional training and capacity-building activities for law-enforcement, prosecution and judicial officials dealing with hate crimes.”227 Capacity-building for the government offices includes measures for positive interactions between police and victims, in part so that they report hate crimes, as well as
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supporting the exchange with civil society organizations that assist victims of hate crimes.\textsuperscript{128} The UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) recommends that Germany “institute a comprehensive strategy, including mandatory training, to enhance the understanding of police, prosecutors and judges of the notion of racial discrimination and the ways to combat it”.\textsuperscript{129} The European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) also “recommends that the German authorities intensify their efforts to provide training to police officers, prosecutors and judges on issues pertaining to the implementation of criminal legislation addressing racism and racial discrimination, in order to ensure that all offences with racist motivations, whether or not they fall into the category of extremist crimes, are properly identified and dealt with as racially motivated offences.”\textsuperscript{130} The NSU Committee of Inquiry also called for a “culture of error” in police organizations and thus a reflection on their own work as well as an institutional willingness to accept discourse and critique.\textsuperscript{131}

Knowledge about international and national norm-setting (including on hate crimes or the General Equal Treatment Act / AGG) and how to handle them varies according to the individual training and education centre in the Federal Republic of Germany: There are institutions that do not see any links to the topics they cover in their training\textsuperscript{132} and institutions that go into detail on these topics. Special training materials for police on discrimination and hate crimes were not mentioned by the institutions.

Human rights and fundamental rights were usually listed as cross-cutting topics (e. g. by the Federal Police Force\textsuperscript{133}).\textsuperscript{134} They are solidly anchored in the curriculum primarily in regard to international topics or assignments abroad and/or as sub-topics in the subject Ethics or Professional Ethics as well as in State or Constitutional Law courses.\textsuperscript{135} Courses on the topic “Human Rights and the Police” were recently offered by the Brandenburg State Police Academy (FHPol) and the Rhineland-Palatinate State Police Academy (HdP).

The prohibition of discrimination is a subject in education and training much less frequently; however, it was listed as a cross-sectional task by a few institutions.\textsuperscript{136}

In the case of the Federal Police Force, hate crimes are a topic covered in State and Constitutional Law / Civic Education.\textsuperscript{137}

The Bremen School of Public Administration (HfÖ) is a best practice example. In the module “Hate Crimes – Politically Motivated Crime”, it discusses characteristics of hate crimes, victim groups, effects of victimization and prevention.\textsuperscript{138} There are hardly any explicit references to particularly

\textsuperscript{128} OSCE (2009), MC.DEC/9/09, p. 37 no.8; Brussels 2006 (Decisions: Decision No. 13/06 on Combating Intolerance and Discrimination and Promoting Mutual Respect and Understanding), cited in: OSCE HDC, p. 224.


\textsuperscript{130} CeRD (2015): Concluding Observations, pp. 7 ff.

\textsuperscript{131} ECRI Report (2008), p. 17, Recommendation no. 23.

\textsuperscript{132} For example in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania.


\textsuperscript{134} Individual institutions describe fundamental and human rights as basic topics in their professional ethos (e. g. Lower Saxony Police Academy, Brandenburg Police Academy).

\textsuperscript{135} Among others, Brandenburg Police Academy, p. 2, Lower Saxony Police Academy, p. 5, Thuringia, p. 2, Bremen School of Public Administration, pp. 2 and 4.

\textsuperscript{136} E. g. North Rhine-Westphalia School of Public Administration, Saarland School of Public Administration (FHSV) p. 1, Federal University of Applied Administrative Sciences (HS Bund), pp. 2 ff.

\textsuperscript{137} Cf. Response from the Federal University of Applied Administrative Sciences, p. 2.

\textsuperscript{138} Bremen School of Public Administration.
discriminated groups in the education and training programmes.\textsuperscript{139}

The topic of victim protection is usually discussed generally without explicitly mentioning hate crimes. A study of the Saxony-Anhalt State Police Academy that looked at how the police deal with migrant victims in racist crimes noted an urgent need for action in this area in particular: For example, the study found that there were clear indications of a lack of sensitivity on the part of police officers when dealing with migrant victim witnesses in bias-motivated criminal offences.\textsuperscript{140} The Brandenburg FHPol addresses the topic of victim protection and dealing with victims in a sustainable way: A five-day course on “Victim Protection” informs participants about co-operation with victim assistance organizations including the Victim Perspective Brandenburg (Opferperspektive Brandenburg) that supports victims of right-wing, racist and anti-Semitic violence.\textsuperscript{141} Co-operation or exchanges with civil society organizations and specialized organizations to protect victims of hate crimes are generally rare. In Saxony-Anhalt, however, there is co-operation with the Mobile Victim Counselling Halle (Mobile Opferberatung Halle) and the Workers’ Welfare Association (Arbeiterwohlfahrt).\textsuperscript{142}

Migrants and foreigners are always seen as subjects of investigation. They are a topic in modules on international co-operation. All educational and training institutions have modules such as “International Police Work”, “Migration and Crime”, “Migration and Extremism”, and “Islam” or “Salafism”. The content here focuses on “cultural aspects of the Arabian region” and “our own and foreign cultural standards” among other aspects.\textsuperscript{143} The topics extremism and terrorism, often specifically right-wing extremism, are also covered.

Lawyers, NGOs and researchers point out the danger of generalizing negative attributions being taught about non-citizens, migrants and people with religions other than that of the majority society that then result in bias being strengthened.\textsuperscript{144} With this in mind, possible bias and generalized links of minorities, migrants and non-citizens with crime, extremism and terrorism must be counteracted.

At the Lower Saxony Police Academy (PA), this topic is therefore discussed: In their education one aspect is the “deconstruction of the culturalist assumptions of crime by migrants that are often held by new students”.\textsuperscript{145} In class, discussions centre on theories of crime, increased tendency to report crimes committed by migrants, negative consequences of selective suspicions and dealing with civil diversity.\textsuperscript{146}

In order to achieve the best possible performance by the investigating authorities and avoid problematic behavioural patterns, several institutions rely on promoting social skills (e.g. conflict-solving skills, self-reflection).

Several Bundesländer have now set up police complaint offices (including Saxony), some Bundesländer have independent complaint offices: In Rhineland-Palatinate in 2014, a police representative was established under the citizens’ representative to report to the parliamentary Committee of the Interior. Complaints about police and internal grievances are recorded. In Schleswig-Holstein in 2016, a representative for the Land’s police was appointed to process citizens’ complaints and assist police officers with internal problems. The

\textsuperscript{139} However, the North Rhine-Westphalia School of Public Administration discusses disabled and homeless persons as particularly vulnerable groups, the Rhineland-Palatinate State Police Academy mentions disabled persons, and several institutions discuss refugees. As part of its further education programme, Brandenburg deals explicitly with anti-Semitism and Islamophobia in the digital learning application “Basic Knowledge on Right-Wing Extremism”.
\textsuperscript{140} Asmus/Enke 2016, p. 147.
\textsuperscript{141} Brandenburg State Police Academy.
\textsuperscript{142} Response from Saxony-Anhalt.
\textsuperscript{143} Response to survey on education and further training of police (2016).
\textsuperscript{144} Lawyers / NGOs / Researchers (2015).
\textsuperscript{145} Response from Lower Saxony Police Academy.
\textsuperscript{146} Ibid., pp. 3ff.
position has comprehensive authority such as the right to question, view files and carry out inspections; in addition, civil society organizations can file complaints.\textsuperscript{147}

The topic of hate crimes is dealt with insufficiently in education and training of legal professionals, as well. The German Judicial Academy, a continuing education institution for judges and public prosecutors, offers the courses “Political Extremism – Challenge for Society and Judiciary” and “Right-Wing Radicalism and Neo-Nazism – Most Recent Trends” as part of its programme in 2016\textsuperscript{148}. While the first course is not a qualification in the area of hate crimes but instead maintains the extremism term, in the second a reflection on the NSU has been included. Besides this, there are courses with titles such as “Justice and Judaism”, “The National-Socialist Judiciary and Coming to Terms with It”, “Religious Pluralization – A Challenge for our Legal Order” and “Intercultural Competency”. In the area of victim protection, a general course on “Sentencing, Victim Protection and Adhesion” as well as a course on new aspects of victim protection law are offered; there are no specific courses on victims of hate crimes.

In the Final Declaration from the Judicial Summit against extremist violence in March 2016, it was announced that specific further education modules are to be developed to encourage judges and public prosecutors to react appropriately to the sharp increase in xenophobic and hate-motivated crimes.\textsuperscript{149}

3.6 Victim Support and Counselling
The OSCE promotes the support of persons who were victims of bias-motivated crimes. In light of the fact that unreported crimes could lead to governments not reacting adequately and taking too few measures in this area, States are called on to take appropriate measures to encourage victims to report hate crimes.\textsuperscript{150} Besides this, in cooperation with relevant actors, States are to explore ways to provide victims of hate crimes with access to counselling, legal and consular assistance as well as effective access to justice.\textsuperscript{151} Victims can request assistance from the Federal Office of Justice as “Hardship Benefit for Victims of Extremist Attacks” regardless of whether or not the perpetrators have been caught.\textsuperscript{152} Victims may take legal action to assert their civil-legal claims. Depending on the crime, in criminal proceedings, they can be joint plaintiffs, sometimes with victims’ defence counsel.

An obstacle to the legal representation, however, is the risk of carrying the costs, as the regulations on providing assistance for the cost of proceedings force some of the victims to pay the costs up front or carry them themselves.\textsuperscript{153} The authorities rarely make proactive use of victim-friendly regulations such as victim protection counsellors accompanying the victims to questioning and court dates.\textsuperscript{154}

Civil society counselling centres convey knowledge about victims’ rights as well as psychological, legal and financial support – however, these centres are not yet widespread. Since the early 2000s there have been independent counselling centres for victims of hate crimes in the East German Bundesländer and in Berlin. Since 2015, the establishment of these specialized counselling centres has also been furthered in the West German Länder – financially supported by the federal programme “Live democracy!” as well as a few programmes by the Länder. The developing structures are mostly oriented on the common

\textsuperscript{147} In addition, Thuringia is currently reviewing the establishment of a confidential police agency as a direct point of contact for police officers and victims.


\textsuperscript{149} BMJV: Final Declaration of the Judicial Summit on 17 March 2016; url: http://www.bmjv.de/sharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Artikel/03172016_ Abschlusserk%C3%A4rung_Justizgipfel.html?nn=6704238

\textsuperscript{150} OSCE (2009), MC.DEC/9/09, p. 2 no. 3.

\textsuperscript{151} OSCE (2009), MC.DEC/9/09, p. 2 no. 5.

\textsuperscript{152} https://www.bundesjustizamt.de/DE/Themen/Buergerdienste/Opherhilfe/extremistisch/Haerteleistung.html


\textsuperscript{154} Interview with lawyer on 20 April 2016; interview with senior public prosecutor R. Kästner-Hengst on 6 April 2016, in: ezra 2014, p. 40.
quality standards, but due to limited funding their coverage is not (yet) complete.\textsuperscript{155}

The projects are mostly organized by the Association of Counselling Centres for Victims of Right-Wing, Racist and Anti-Semitic Violence (VBRG e.V.) and are almost exclusively financed by public funds.

The counselling centres are active on two levels: Firstly with practical support of the victims and the affected environment in dealing with the material and immaterial effects of the attack as well as strengthening their ability to act. There is also psychosocial assistance, help in completing compensation requests, information about rights and obligations in criminal proceedings and, if necessary, providing contacts for psychotherapists and lawyers. The support is conceptualized to have a low threshold in the sense that the counsellors are proactive, there is outreach on the part of the counsellors, it is confidential or even anonymous, biased in favour of the victim, independent, and it is focused on solutions, resources, and the task.\textsuperscript{156}

Secondly, activities are conducted according to the theory of intervention to positively change the social environment that shares responsibility for marginalized groups becoming the target of violence and exclusion. On the case level, local interventions are done: discussions are held with local actors, events are organized and public relations work is done. Beyond the individual cases, the counselling centres are the lobby for the victims of hate crimes by acting as experts in a parliamentary context, conducting public relations and lobbying work and ensuring there is independent monitoring by civil society.

On the regional level, there are some counselling projects directed at specific groups of affected persons, for example the gay Anti-Violence Project MANEO in Berlin.\textsuperscript{157}

In the context of their work, the general police representatives for victim protection are also available as contacts for victims of hate crimes. The NSU Committee of Inquiry recommends that the “communication with the victims or the surviving dependents [...] should be done by officers who have received special training in this area.”\textsuperscript{158}

There are almost no special competencies.

Several Bundesländer (including Hesse, Lower Saxony, Rheinland-Palatinate, Berlin) have appointed specialized contact persons for same-sex lifestyles. In Berlin in 2014, this position was renamed as the Contact for LSBTI.\textsuperscript{159} The goal of the Berlin Office, which is considered a best practice example, is to improve the protection of victims with confidence-building measures, to shed considerable light on the dark field of homophobic and transphobic violence, to conduct prevention and educational work, to promote internal police education and training on crimes against LSBTI and to provide support for complaints against the police.\textsuperscript{160} A few public prosecutor’s offices have also appointed contact persons for same-sex lifestyles who have been assigned to handle homo-/bi- and transphobic criminal offences and place particular importance on providing information for the victims.\textsuperscript{161}

Because the authorities have only a few or no specialized points of contact, the police and public prosecutor’s offices’ co-operation with the affected groups and counselling centres has not been able to be implemented well as of yet. Joint prevention and education strategies can only be developed selectively depending on whether a knowledgeable person is coincidentally available.

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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3.7 Political Measures for Awareness-Raising

The Ministerial Council “commits to take appropriate measures, in conformity with respective constitutional systems, at the national, regional and local levels to promote tolerance and non-discrimination as well as to counter prejudices and misrepresentation, particularly in the field of education, culture and information.”\(^{162}\) Important political measures mentioned by the OSCE are the “development of comprehensive domestic education policies and strategies”, “increased awareness-raising measures” and “human rights education” starting at an early age.\(^{163}\) The participating States are to strengthen their partnerships with civil society organizations to better combat discrimination and hate crimes, including by establishing local, regional and national consultation mechanisms. When creating national strategies and programmes, affected groups such as migrants and Roma and Sinti are explicitly to be involved in the process. The NSU Committee of Inquiry’s final report from all parties represented in the German Bundestag recommended expanding federal support by involving civil society actors and academic competency more in the development and implementation of measures. In particular, the goal must be to promote mobile counselling and victim counselling against right-wing extremism, racism and anti-Semitism by independent institutions and to promote other civil society organizations and initiatives in educational and awareness-raising work.

3.7.1 Federal Programmes and Activities

“Solidarity with Participation”: The federal programme, headed by the Federal Ministry of the Interior, promotes projects for democratic participation and against extremism. The Ministry’s Federal Agency for Civic Education (BpB) implements the programme. First initiated in 2011 as an instrument for promoting regional associations, clubs and those who disseminated information in structurally weak regions of East Germany, in 2016 the programme was opened to include West Germany. Projects, especially by organizations who work with volunteers – such as sport clubs, volunteer firefighters and technical aid associations – can receive funding and are then part of a target group for government coaching, qualification and supervision programmes.

The programme has no explicit conceptual focus on the topics of protection against discrimination, human rights or diversity / society of immigration; instead, it is based on the idea of promoting structures in East Germany and on the concept of “extremism”, which means that the perception of the problem is focused on political organizations and activities that the Federal Republic’s political system wants to eliminate aggressively.

According to criticism from civil society actors, the programme’s second pillar “democratic participation” tends to be contradicted by guidelines on content and structure.\(^{164}\) Supervision, training and scientific support by the authorities is provided, but, for example, there are no provisions for youth project participants to have a say in shaping their project.\(^{165}\)

“Live democracy!” The federal programme has been carried out by the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth since 2015 to directly implement recommendations from the German Bundestag’s first NSU Committee of Inquiry (2012–2013). The programme responds to local, regional and national needs for action with a subsidy for already existing structures and new ideas. It is evaluated and there is scientific support.

Nationwide, “Partnerships for Democracy” supports towns in developing and implementing actions plans to promote democracy and diversity. In all sixteen Länder, mobile counselling and “democracy centres” for counselling victims and those who have withdrawn from society are supported as well as non-governmental organizations that are developed with “structural support into federal government organizations”. In addition, the development of model projects on selected phenomena

---

162 OSZE (2002), MC.DEC/6/02, Para.4.
163 OSZE (2006), MC.DEC/13/06.
164 Responses of civil society to the author’s survey.
of group-based hate, on strengthening democracy in rural areas and on preventing radicalization are supported. The focus on target groups and those affected by (1) racism and racist discrimination, (2) current forms of anti-Semitism, (3) current forms of Islamophobia, (4) antigypsyism, (5) homophobia and transphobia and (6) anti-discrimination (early prevention, primary school age) are for the most part consistent with the priorities set by the OSCE and ODHIR. Numerous civil society actors and organizations for those affected praise the programme as a best practice example.

Both “Live democracy!” and “Solidary with Participation” received significantly more funding corresponding to the parliamentary NSU investigations and as part of the federal government’s Asylum Pact.

Besides this, in the coalition negotiations the government agreed on expanding the “Federal Republic of Germany’s National Plan of Action on Combating Racism, Xenophobia, Anti-Semitism and Intolerance Related to These” to include the topic of homophobia and transphobia. Civil society actors criticize that at the current time (April 2016) no details about the creation of the plan are known and it remains unclear as to how civil society, including associations for the affected groups, are to be included, especially considering the fact that the end of the legislative period (September 2017) is fast approaching.

3.7.2 Programmes in the Länder

In most Länder there are programmes on democracy promotion that are primarily directed against “right-wing extremism”, and in most cases this is the perspective from which they discuss the topics of discrimination and protection from discrimination. All East German Länder (including Berlin) have such programmes as well as the Western Länder Hamburg, Schleswig-Holstein, Hesse and Bavaria. In others, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Lower Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia, similar programmes are being negotiated. In Saarland, Bremen and Rhineland-Palatinate there are as yet no such programmes. However, the existing programmes differ greatly in regard to the conceptualization of their content and their inclusion of civil society organizations such as NGOs.

A good practice example according to the OSCE commitments is “Hamburg – City with Civic Courage. Land programme to promote democratic culture and prevent and combat right-wing extremism”. This programme, headed by the Agency for Labour, Social and Family Affairs and Immigration, has been implemented since 2014. It seeks in particular to counteract “perceptions of inequality” and degrading actions, prevent prejudices, support those affected by bias-motivated crimes and thereby to promote an inclusive society. In the early stages of developing the programme, numerous government (all senators, police / state protection, Office for Protection of the Constitution) and civil society actors (e.g. citizens’ coalitions, mobile counselling centres, sport associations) were included, and their participation remains clearly visible in the implementation process.

On the opposite end of the spectrum is the Bavarian programme “Action Plan against Right-Wing Extremism” that was put together in 2009 as a reaction to a suspected right-wing extremist assassination attempt of a high-ranking police director. It is co-ordinated by the Ministry of the Interior and did not include anyone other than state agencies in its development or implementation. Its staff is recruited from among the police and the staff of the Office for the Protection of the Constitution. The core element – which was initiated with the action plan – is the Bavarian Information Office Against Extremism (BIGe). It engages in work on information, advising and net-

167 Responses to survey of civil society actors including the Central Council of Jews in Germany, the Central Council of German Sinti and Roma, and the Initiative of Black Germans (ISD-Bund e.V.).
169 Response from survey of the Lesbian and Gay Association in Germany (LsVD) in April 2016.
170 http://www.hamburg.de/landesprogramm/ (Last accessed: 2 April 2016). Berlin’s programme is also evaluated positively; it has successfully achieved a similarly broad integration of state and civil society actors and the programme is further developed in a learning process. Cf. on this among others the interview with the Anne Frank Zentrum in Berlin on 30 March 2016.
working to combat both right-wing and left-wing extremism. Protection from discrimination plays no role in this.\textsuperscript{171}

Overall, the positive summary is that in both the programmes of the federal government and Länder governments there is a trend toward dealing more with discrimination and an increasing inclusion of civil society organizations. There is also an increase in the consideration of those affected by discrimination and hate crimes, which is an aim of the OSCE and the German Bundestag.

There is room for improvement, however, in the conceptualization of several programmes; although exchange and co-operation between government authorities and civil society actors exist in many areas that is not yet the case everywhere. More comprehensive consultation mechanisms at the local, regional and national levels should be established.

4 Conclusion

At the legislative level, Germany is largely in line with the OSCE standards – as shown by the new wording of the regulations on sentencing in the Criminal Code. However, there continues to be a lack of important discrimination characteristics (LGBTI, disability, homelessness) in the legal texts, and a mere catch-all characteristic seems insufficient. Particular deficiencies must be noted in the application of the laws, especially when dealing with those affected by hate crimes. The implementation of the OSCE requirement for co-operation between the state and civil society could be improved in the area of judicial and interior agencies.

It is recommended that process statistics be introduced to collect data on hate crimes with the inclusion of the characteristics of those affected.

The increasing orientation of programmes from the federal and Länder governments related to preventing discrimination and hate crimes and the consideration of key affected groups is a welcome development and should be strengthened nationwide.

There is a need for action in the area of continuing education for police and the judiciary. Here measures should be taken to raise awareness of the OSCE commitments and the national legislation on the topics of equal treatment and protection against discrimination, prosecution of hate crimes and how to protect and deal with victims of hate crimes; it should be ensured that they are accepted and implemented in everyday professional life.
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C Gender Equality

At the summit in Istanbul in 1999 it was already declared: “The full and equal exercise by women of their human rights is essential to achieve a more peaceful, prosperous and democratic OSCE area. We are committed to making equality between men and women an integral part of our policies, both at the level of our States and within the Organization.”

In 2004, the OSCE States decided on a comprehensive action plan for the equality of men and women that was explicitly reaffirmed in 2014 (MC.DEC/8/14) and incorporated many topics, including the three sub-topics on gender equality dealt with here:

I Collection of data on preventing and combating violence against women
   Dr. Monika Schöttle

II Equal remuneration
   Anne Rennschmid, LL.M.

III Women, Peace, Security
   Germany’s Implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325
   Anne Rennschmid, LL.M.

Collection of Data on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women

Dr. Monika Schröttle

Introduction

Preventing and combating violence against women represents an important element of the OSCE's efforts toward equality. It was named in the Action Plan on the Promotion of Gender Equality as a priority objective on which the participating States are to concentrate when implementing gender equality policies. The requirement to collect, document and distribute comprehensive and differentiated data and information on violence against women was formulated as a key measure in connection with combating and preventing violence against women in several recent OSCE Ministerial Council Decisions. The participating States are requested to collect, update and publish meaningful, comparable, differentiated and evidence-based data and statistics on violence against women; in addition, effective measures on criminalization of violence against women are to be taken on the legal level and boys and men are to be included more in preventing violence. In addition to this, it is recommended that the States sign and ratify the Council of Europe’s Istanbul Convention on preventing and combating violence against women (the so-called Istanbul Convention). The agreement obligates the States to take comprehensive measures in all areas from prevention (chapter III) to the provision of support (chapter IV) to criminal and civil law and laws concerning foreigners (chapters V, VI, VII). To evaluate the implementation of these measures and continue them in an evidence-based manner, the Contracting States commit to collecting data systematically and regularly on the measures, and the data collection is to be included in a nationally and internationally institutionalized monitoring system using national co-ordination offices and an international committee of experts (GREVI). Germany has signed the Istanbul Convention (2011); ratification is being prepared.

The following report serves to assess the extent to which the OSCE commitments regarding the system of data collection and research on violence against women have been implemented in Germany.

A key measure for evaluating the OSCE commitments on gathering and collecting data on preventing and combating violence against women in Germany are the aforementioned Ministerial Council Decisions, which also call for the ratification and implementation of the Council of Europe’s Convention on preventing and combating violence against women (the so-called Istanbul Convention). The agreement obligates the States to take comprehensive measures in all areas from prevention (chapter III) to the provision of support (chapter IV) to criminal and civil law and laws concerning foreigners (chapters V, VI, VII). To evaluate the implementation of these measures and continue them in an evidence-based manner, the Contracting States commit to collecting data systematically and regularly on the measures, and the data collection is to be included in a nationally and internationally institutionalized monitoring system using national co-ordination offices and an international committee of experts (GREVI). Germany has signed the Istanbul Convention (2011); ratification is being prepared.

Footnotes:
2 Violence against women is only one form of gender-based violence. Violence directed at transgender and intergender persons due to their gender identity or their biological sex is also gender-based. However, it is not mentioned by the OSCE commitments.
3 OSCE, Action Plan for the Promotion of Gender Equality, MC.DEC/14/04.
4 MC.DEC/15/05; MC.DEC/07/14.
2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

Combating and preventing violence against women and the support of those affected is seen as an important human rights and socio-political goal in Germany. On the federal and Länder level, action plans were developed by the responsible ministries – usually the ministry of family affairs, women and social affairs. The plans were in part based on representative data from the population and on reviews of the support systems; the implementation of the measures and their effects were evaluated periodically but not systematically. Since 2000 there has also been a cross-ministry federal-Länder working group on domestic violence. At the local level, for many years there have been interdisciplinary networks active in bringing together specialized support programmes, police and the judiciary, the health care system, youth welfare offices and other agencies and psychosocial programmes in so-called round tables against domestic/sexualized violence. These have contributed to better networking for the protection and support of women affected by violence and their children.

On the legal level, the Protection against Violence Act ("Act on the Civil-Legal Protection from Violent Acts and Stalking", Gesetz zum zivilrechtlichen Schutz vor Gewalttaten und Nachstellungen), which came into effect in 2002, represents an important milestone in the intervention, particularly in the case of domestic violence. It created a clear legal basis for protection orders in cases of domestic violence and stalking (prohibition of contact, approaching and harassment) and for temporary abandonment of a shared home; additional changes to the police laws at the Länder level also enabled a stricter removal of the violent perpetrator from the home directly after a violent act. Special competencies within the police and public prosecutor’s offices for domestic and/or sexual violence also contributed to improving intervention, protection and criminal prosecution. The Protection against Violence Act and the legal practice have not yet been comprehensively evaluated after this legislation took effect, but the institutions to support women affected by violence repeatedly report problems in carrying out and consistently implementing it as well as specific dangers for women (for example in the context of contact and custody decisions).

In European comparison, Germany also has a differentiated, specialized non-governmental support system for women affected by violence in the form of women’s homes, women’s counselling centres, intervention offices and women’s emergency hotlines; since 2013, there has also been a state-funded nationwide assistance hotline. However, there is still no assurance for the long-term work of women’s homes, women’s emergency hotlines or counselling centres for women affected by violence, and they have insufficient personnel so that many affected women and their children cannot receive the immediate protection and support that they need. A report commissioned by the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) on the situation of women’s homes, specialized counselling centres and other support programmes for women affected by violence and their children points out the gap in the provision of these services depending on the region and target group.

There is still a high number of women in Germany affected by violence. The first nationwide representative survey on violence against women in Germany showed that almost one in seven women living in Germany between the ages of 18 and 85 (13%) has been the victim of a forced, criminally relevant sexual act at least once in her adult life. One in every four (25%) has experienced physical and/or sexually violent acts by a current and/or previous relationship partner.

5 Cf. for example the Action Plan II from the federal government, BMFSFJ, 2007.
7 Rupp, 2005.
8 Among others, BIG e.V., 2012.
10 Schröttele/Müller, BMFSFJ, 2004.
at least once (64% of these resulted in physical injuries). A current European-wide study by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights\textsuperscript{11} showed a similarly high prevalence of violence in Germany: According to this study, 12 per cent of women have experienced sexual violence since they were 15 years old and 22 per cent have been affected by physical and/or sexual violence by their partner during their adult life. Despite more political activities, we can therefore not detect a significant reduction in violence against women in the last ten years.

### 3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments’ Implementation

In the following, a description is given of whether and how the aforementioned OSCE commitments related to data collection and monitoring have been implemented up to now at the federal level. The key relevant OSCE commitment is to collect relevant, precisely differentiated, evidence-based statistical data.\textsuperscript{12}

In Germany, the ministries potentially responsible for implementation at the federal level are the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth; the Federal Ministry of the Interior; the Federal Ministry of Justice; the Federal Ministry of Health; and the Federal Ministry of Education. Due to the federal system, beyond the national level there are corresponding ministries responsible in each of the Länder.

Up until the present, at the federal level almost exclusively the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth has carried out activities on combating violence against women and on data and information gathering as required in the OSCE Decisions (see above). In the area of monitoring and data collection, the Decisions in the following fields have been – partially – implemented:

- **Carrying out representative population-wide studies and in-depth cause and risk factor analyses specific to the target group**

> In Germany, between 2002 and 2004 the first comprehensive, nationwide representative survey on violence against women was carried out with more than 10,000 respondents,\textsuperscript{13} and in the following years they were evaluated in-depth in regard to patterns, severity and consequences as well as risk factors and particularly affected target groups (among others Schröttle/Khelaifat 2008; Schröttle/Ansorge 2009). However a representative longitudinal survey that could show the developments over time has not yet been carried out. Between 2009 and 2012, the BMFSFJ also commissioned a representative survey of women with disabilities that showed that they are subjected to violence extremely often (Schröttle/Hornberg et al. 2013).

- **Carrying out a nationwide survey on support systems for women affected by violence and their children**

> Regarding the evaluation of the support system, a report was commissioned by the BMFSFJ on the situation of women’s homes, specialized counseling centres and other support programmes for women affected by violence and their children, and the report was then published by the federal government.\textsuperscript{14} Using the nationwide survey, the structures and gaps in the provision of services were determined. But here, as well, beyond the statistics on women’s homes there is no plan for regular, comprehensive continuation of the reporting using the data from the support system and those who use it. Some Länder have begun carrying out their own surveys and studies for needs assessments (e.g. Needs assessment study in Bavaria, Schröttle et al. 2016), but they are also unlikely to be continued in the long-term. Developments over time and possible effects political measures can therefore not be empirically mapped.

\textsuperscript{11} FRA, 2014.

\textsuperscript{12} OSCE MC.DEc/07/14, OSCE MC.DEc/15/05.

\textsuperscript{13} Schröttle/Müller, BMFSFJ, 2004.

\textsuperscript{14} Kavemann/Helfferich, BMFSFJ 2012.
Carrying out a conceptual study on future monitoring

In regard to the issue of continuing to improve the data with long-term monitoring at the national level, from 2011 to 2012 an exploratory study on obtaining data and indicators on violence in relationships and sexual violence against women and men was carried out at the behest of the BMFS-FJ. In this study, a methodological concept was developed for continual, regular and systematic collection of data and information on the following topics: Extent and severity of sexual / domestic violence, consequences and subsequent costs, support, legal protection – legal basis, police and judicial practice, and prevention (ibid.).

With this, a better estimation of the short-term and long-term effects of anti-violence policies and the practice are to be made possible, and it is also to be ensured that measures and concepts based on regular reporting are continued in a scientifically well-founded manner. Conceptual suggestions were made for regular institutionalized monitoring at the national level with an independent scientific co-ordination office. However, the concept was not implemented or further pursued so that no systematic, continual systems for data and information collection exist in Germany.

Data collection in the area of health care

Relatively few activities related to regular data collection on violence against women can be seen in the area of health care. The Federal Ministry of Health has not yet developed any long-term activities in the context of health-related data on violence. In the framework of the Health Report 2008 an expert opinion was provided on the health consequences of violence, but systematic and long-term national data collection on violence and its consequences are foreseen neither in the area of health care institutions nor in conjunction with the regular national health surveys even though the health care sector plays a key role in prevention and improved care for women affected by violence.

Research funding

The Federal Ministry of Education has thus far not earmarked any targeted research funding for projects in the area of violence against women; only in the area of sexual abuse of children and youth were large amounts of funding provided for research.

Data collection by police / courts

In the area of police data collection on violence against women, relevant progress could be made. Since 2011 in the police criminal statistics, not only the age, sex and nationality of those affected is recorded but also the relationship between the perpetrator and victim, which for the first time allows for a differentiated analysis of cases of domestic violence in relationships. According to present knowledge, the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) and the Federal Ministry of the Interior are planning a report on domestic violence based on the police criminal statistics. It can be hoped that this potential will result in continual, long-term reporting structures. Systematic data collection and analysis of court proceedings and their results as well as the protective measures taken in relation to domestic violence have not yet been done, but they would be highly relevant for monitoring state interventions and their consequences.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be said that data collection on violence against women as foreseen by the OSCE Decisions has been started in Germany and its necessity is generally recognized. When it comes to the concrete implementation, however, a system of continual data collection and analysis and continued reporting in the framework of institutionalized, independent monitoring is lacking.

It is therefore recommended that independent co-ordination offices on domestic / sexual violence are established both at the federal and Länder levels. There, relevant, detailed, evi-

16 Schröttle et al., RKI, 2009.
17 Schröttle/Fein, BMFSFJ, 2013.
dence-based statistical data and information for long-term and continual monitoring should be collected from various sub-systems (police and judiciary, health care system, support systems, quantitative and qualitative surveys), analysed and documented. These should then lead to permanent, regular reporting. In particular in regard to data collection in the area of the judiciary and health care systems, activities must be significantly increased. Information on violence against women should be collected at regular intervals in population-wide surveys and standardized surveys (of those affected and professional groups) should be proposed in the support system as well as in the area of police and the judiciary in order to be able to better map developments, problems and progress over time in relation to prevention and successful intervention and support.
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II Equal Remuneration
Anne Rennschmid, LL.M.

1 Introduction

1.1 OSCE Commitments
In the Ministerial Council’s Decision on promoting equal opportunity for women in the economic sphere (2011), the participating States recognize that women’s participation in the economic sphere contributes significantly towards economic recovery, sustainable growth and the creation of cohesive societies and is thus essential to the security and stability of the OSCE region. They are concerned about the under-representation of women in economic leadership and decision-making processes in the public and private sectors. States are called on to take concrete measures that lead to women’s equal opportunity for economic participation and equal access to social protection, and that support quality as well as full-time and/or self-employment. Policy and legal measures, including positive actions measures as appropriate, that would facilitate and protect equal opportunity for participation of women in the labour market, including through the expansion of childcare and nursing facilities, are to be initiated or strengthened. In the OSCE Action Plan on gender (2004), it is emphasized that it is necessary to encourage raising of gender awareness and to promote equality in rights and full and equal participation of women and men in society, with the aim of promoting the practice of gender equality.

1.2 Legal and Institutional Framework in Germany
According to the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women CEDAW (Article 11 Section 1 letter d), Germany is obligated to guarantee women the right to equal remuneration, including benefits, and to equal treatment in respect of work of equal value, as well as equality of treatment in the evaluation of the quality of work. Structural discrimination is also to be dismantled. This includes factual inequalities that arise on the labour market.


Article 157 TFEU includes the principle of equal pay without discrimination based on gender for equal work or work of equal value. According to jurisprudence from the European Court of Justice (ECJ), this is directly applicable even between employees and employers and also includes civil servants. This principle, anchored in primary law, is clarified by Directive 2006/54/EC (Equal Treatment Directive). Article 4 of the EU Directive 2006/54/EC states: “For the same work or for work to which equal value is attributed, direct and indirect discrimination on grounds of sex with regard to all aspects and conditions of remuneration shall be eliminated.” Direct discrimination exists if a person performs equal work or work of equal value but based on their sex receives lower pay than a person of the other sex. Indirect discrimination, on the other hand, exists when women in a group comparison receive lower pay in relation to men despite neutrally formulated pay conditions in a collective agreement or in an employer’s remuneration system without this having a factual justification.

20 MC.DEC/14/04.
21 The OSCE Decisions on gender equality are incomplete in so far as they only address women and men. They ignore the diversity of genders and gender identities and thus the situation of transsexuals, intersexual persons and other persons who identify themselves outside of the two-gender system.
22 Gleiche Rechte – Gegen Diskriminierung aufgrund des Geschlechts, Bericht der unabhängigen Expert_innenkommission der Antidiskriminierungsstelle des Bundes [Equal rights – against discrimination based on gender, report from the independent committee of experts in the federal Anti-Discrimination Office], 2015, p. 44.
Article 3 of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz, GG) guarantees the equality of men and women. According to this Article, the state promotes the actual implementation of equality and takes steps to eliminate existing disadvantages (Article 3(2) Sentence 2 GG). In Sec. 2(1) in conjunction with Sec. 7(1) and Article 3, the General Equal Treatment Act (Allgemeines Gleichbehandlungsgesetz, AGG) provides for a general prohibition of discrimination in working life. In Germany, however, there is no explicit regulation on implementing equal pay that would also be binding to the parties to the collective agreement.

The Basic Law also guarantees the principle of free collective bargaining (Article 9(3) GG). That means that employers (employer organizations) and employees (unions) agree on wages and salaries on their own in collective agreements, largely without state influence. The state’s implementation of the principle of equal pay is not, however, a violation of free collective bargaining. On this, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) decided: “Where there is indirect discrimination in a provision of a collective agreement, the national court is required to set aside that provision, without requesting or awaiting its prior removal by collective bargaining or any other procedure, and to apply to members of the group disadvantaged by that discrimination the same arrangements as are applied to other employees.”

In the coalition agreement after the Bundestag elections in 2013, the governing parties announced they would contribute to eliminating existing differences in pay between women and men. For the topic of equal pay of women and men, the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) is the head agency, and for labour law / collective agreements it is the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS).

The following report is based on research in publicly accessible sources.

## 2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

In Germany, the fundamental right to equal pay between women and men is not realized in practice. Official statistics point to a significant pay gap in the average pay of women and men totaling 21 per cent: The average gross hourly wage of men was EUR 20.59 in 2015, that of women was EUR 16.20. The immense increase in women’s professional qualifications in recent years has had no effect on unequal pay. Germany is significantly above the EU average (17.6 per cent in 2015). There are no statistics on equal pay for transsexuals and intersexual persons.

The pay gap describes the percentage difference in average gross hourly wages between women and men (related to men’s pay). The difference in average gross hourly wage is measured using two different statistical procedures: The “adjusted pay gap” measures the gap between women and men with comparable qualifications, work and professional biographies. It refers to women who have the same career path as men and for whom the profession, work volume and professional position is not different. According to this statistic, in 2015 women employees earned 7% less per hour than men on average. However, the “adjusted pay gap” does not allow for any conclusions on whether women even have the opportunity to take the same career paths as men and whether these male career paths are desirable as a general social norm.

In contrast, the 21 per cent are expressed by the “unadjusted gender pay gap”: For this, the aver-
age earnings of all women and men employees are compared in a general form. The part of the pay gap is also included that is caused by poorer access opportunities for women to certain professions or career stages, which could also be the result of discriminatory structures.\textsuperscript{30} The causes of the pay gap are numerous. Many more men than women have management positions and are thus in higher pay groups. But even in the same hierarchical position, women are paid more poorly than men.\textsuperscript{31} In particular when it comes to starting salaries for university graduates and in the private sector, there is a large gap in the gross hourly wages.\textsuperscript{32} Upon career entry, women earn 10 per cent less than men, and in the course of their professional life the gap grows to 30 per cent.\textsuperscript{33} Because it is primarily women who interrupt their careers or work part-time due to raising children or caring for relatives, they suffer from serious and permanent cuts in their income trajectories. It is also rare to reach a management position when working part-time.\textsuperscript{34}

In addition, men and women often work in different industries and professions that are different in regard to their pay structures. This can be traced back to gender-specific stereotyping. Nursing or childcare professions, for example, are viewed as more “feminine” and paid more poorly than “masculine” professions in engineering or finance.

Typical “women’s jobs” are systematically undervalued.\textsuperscript{35} For equal pay, the procedure for evaluating work plays an important role.\textsuperscript{36} The goal of such a procedure is to determine the value of various types of work using requirement criteria and stages and thus make them comparable. Such procedures are what the collective agreement pay grades and their implementation at the operational level are based on. The current legal situation and the European Court of Justice’s (ECJ) jurisprudence demand that differentiating criteria reflect the “essence” of the work and are interpreted without discrimination, that is, they may not be interpreted such that they benefit one gender.\textsuperscript{37} In order to be able to check the pay systems, they must be transparent.

One key part of unequal pay for women and men is the collective agreements and the company pay tables that are typically oriented on the collective agreements. Because there are now many indications for which mechanisms have indirect discriminatory effects and which women-dominated professions are likely undervalued, systematic evaluations of collective agreement regulations and business wage practices are necessary. An evaluation of equal pay is currently not required in Germany.

However, the collective agreement negotiations in the past decades have not changed the pay gap between women and men. The gender pay gap is hardly ever discussed in the negotiations.\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{30} Federal Statistical Office, press release on 16 March 2016, \url{https://www.destatis.de/De/Presseservice/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2016/03/PD16_097_621pdf.pdf?__blob=publicationFile}
\textsuperscript{31} Socio Vision: Entgeltungleichheit zwischen Frauen und Männern [Pay gap between women and men], Study commissioned by the BMFSFJ, 2010, p. 19.
\textsuperscript{32} Gleiche Rechte – Gegen Diskriminierung aufgrund des Geschlechts, Bericht der unabhängigen Expert_innenkommission der Antidiskriminierungsstelle des Bundes [Equal rights – against discrimination based on gender, report from the independent committee of experts in the federal Anti-Discrimination Office], 2015, p. 39.
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., p. 40.
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., p. 41.
\textsuperscript{36} Gärtner, Grimm, Lang, Stephan: Kollektive Lohnverhandlungen und der Gender Wage Gap [Collective wage negotiations and the gender wage gap], ISB Discussion Paper, 14/2014, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{37} Bundestag printed paper 14/8952, p. 35.
\textsuperscript{38} Gärtner, Grimm, Lang, Stephan: Kollektive Lohnverhandlungen und der Gender Wage Gap [Collective wage negotiations and the gender wage gap], ISB Discussion Paper, 14/2014, p. 4.
3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments' Implementation

3.1 Projects and Programmes

The federal government has initiated a series of projects to dismantle unequal pay that are based on voluntary co-operation with the business sector. Equal Pay Day, for example, was initiated by Business and Professional Women – Germany e. V. and is supported by the BMFSFJ. Equal Pay Day symbolically marks the day until which women have to work for free since the beginning of the year while men are already paid for their work during the same time. The most recent Equal Pay Day was on 19 March 2016. The goal of Equal Pay Day is to raise the public's awareness on the debate about the reasons for pay differences between women and men in Germany.

In the research project “Collective agreement negotiations and equal pay” funded by the BMFSFJ, the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg and the Institute for Employment Research in co-operation with social partners are to identify possible opportunities for dismantling remaining pay differences in collective agreement negotiations.

In addition to this, the government supports the development of various procedures to determine the pay differences in businesses and unequal evaluations when assessing work in collective agreements.

3.2 Legal Regulations

At the beginning of 2009 the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination of Women (CEDAW Committee) noted with concern in its concluding observations on the sixth periodic state report from Germany the long-standing differences in wages and income between women and men. According to the observations, Germany has thus far insufficiently addressed its commitment to gradually dismantle factual inequality. The Committee calls on Germany to consider enacting an Equality Act for the private sector with the establishment of a gender-based definition of pay in wage agreements and company pay structures or to amend the General Equal Treatment Act to that effect.

In 2012, that is, the previous legislative period, the BMFSFJ drew up a draft for equal pay legislation. It was to create an obligation for companies with 500 or more employees to make public in the framework of the annual report required by the Commercial Code the actual pay structure in the company, differentiated according to sex, and the work assessment procedure used. The core of the draft legislation is a legal right to information for employees on the pay system and actual pay structure in the company, differentiated according to the employees' sex and the area in which they work. If in the future the employers do not provide information about the pay system, the affected person is still limited to the individual petition procedure. Until today, the draft has not been presented to the cabinet or parliament. Another discussion focuses on making voluntary agreements with the private sector instead of legal regulations. The leading agency BMFSFJ is pressing for its draft legislation to be passed and is anticipating legislation in this calendar year.

Anti-discrimination experts criticize the draft legislation because even after it has passed, a female employee who is affected by a discriminatory pay system must take individual action against her employer even if she is treated unequally not as an individual but as a member of a group. It must thereby be considered that there are barriers to entry in the courts, especially in cases when the woman affected by unequal remuneration is still under contract with the employer she is going to take legal steps against. A lawsuit is protracted and expensive. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that a plaintiff here is typically not only going up against her employer but is “attacking

39 For example the Logib-D (Lohngleichheit im Betrieb- Deutschland, Wage equality in business – Germany) procedure or the pay equality check.
40 For example the EVA list (Evaluierung von Arbeitsbewertungsverfahren) for the evaluation of work assessment procedures.
41 CEDAW/C/DEU/CO/06.
42 Information from the BMFSFJ, May 2016.
a system that is often supported the way it is by the parties to the collective agreement and/or the workforce representation, and of course there are also (male) others who profit from it.”

A court decision is also only directly applicable for the parties. The court cannot rely on its criticism of one pay system being implemented outside of the individual case, nor even on it being of interest to the parties to the collective agreement.

The independent committee of experts in the federal Anti-Discrimination Office therefore calls for further reaching legislation that includes all companies and public administrations in its area of application. The committee requests that the legislation include a requirement to eliminate any ascertained pay discrimination. “On their own responsibility, the supporters of the pay systems must create and implement a system free from discrimination. The state must ensure that this obligation is fulfilled. It is thereby not sufficient for individuals who were discriminated against to make use of their right of action.”

4 Conclusion

On the political level in Germany there are a series of initiatives and projects to promote equal opportunities for women and men as foreseen in the aforementioned OSCE Ministerial Council Decisions. These initiatives by the federal government that aim to sensitize the public and those affected on the topic and move the employer representatives to create more transparency in pay structures on a voluntary basis are welcome, but it cannot be expected that they will lead to the dismantling of the pay gaps between men and women in the foreseeable future. They cannot replace binding, legislative measures.

It is currently unclear when the draft for equal pay legislation presented by the responsible ministry will be taken up by the government. In addition, the draft is criticized by the Federal Office for Anti-Discrimination for being limited to large companies and for not sufficiently protecting the rights of those affected. Germany has therefore not yet taken all necessary measures to ensure equal pay for all genders. Besides this, statistics and measures must be expanded to include transsexuals and intersexual persons.

To promote equal pay, it is also necessary to implement measures to dismantle structural inequalities in the employment paths of women and men. As foreseen in the OSCE commitments, these include reliable, good infrastructure for childcare and support for people in need of care and flexible working time models. Offers to assist the compatibility of family and career should be focused more directly on men in order to motivate them to take on more tasks in the family.
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III Women, Peace, Security: Germany’s Implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325

Anne Rennschmid, LL.M.

1 Introduction

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) was founded as a security organization. It is based on a comprehensive definition of security that has three dimensions: the politico-military, the economic and environmental and the human dimension, that is, human rights, democracy and the rule of law as prerequisites for lasting peace. This understanding of security, is similar to the one promoted by the United Nations. Since the end of the East-West confrontation, the UN has reacted to complex conflict situations with crisis management that, besides the provision of military security, has included humanitarian aid, reconstruction of infrastructure and the promotion of democratic and rule-of-law structures with the goal of social, political and economic transformation. The OSCE thus co-operates with the United Nations and other international organizations in the areas of crisis prevention, conflict prevention and peace-building.

With the adoption of UN Security Council resolution 1325 on women, peace and security in 2000 and its subsequent resolutions, for the first time the international community integrated a gender dimension into its peace and security policies. The catalyst for this was the realization that women are typically excluded from peace processes and an important perspective, without which peace cannot be sustainably secured, is thus lacking. This change in perspective was preceded by years of persuasive efforts by women’s organizations. The aim of resolution 1325 is to include women across the world as equal actors in crisis prevention, conflict management and peace-building and to call for the UN Member States to include a gender perspective in their peace and security policies. The resolution also aims to protect women from gender-based violence in armed conflicts and prosecute such acts according to international criminal law. Finally, during peace-building, future violations of women’s human rights are to be prevented. These three goals are often summarized as participation, protection and prevention.

The implementation of resolution 1325 contributes to the assertion of women’s and girls’ human rights as set down in both global UN Covenants, in the UN Women’s Rights Convention CEDAW and in other human rights instruments. Resolution 1325 is a milestone because it links international security and human rights. Upholding women’s human rights thus also becomes a security

47 OSCE, Human Dimension Commitments, 3rd edition, Warsaw 2011, p. XVI. Also see the “2004 OSCE, Action Plan for the Promotion of Gender Equality”, accepted by the Ministerial Council Decision 14/03, MC.DEC/14/04, Annex, no. 1: “Respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, democracy, and the rule of law is at the core of the OSCE’s comprehensive concept of security.”
48 Arloth and Seidensticker, Frauen als Akteurinnen in Friedensprozessen [Women as actors in peace processes], Study by the German Institute for Human Rights, 2011, p.4.
%282000%29
53 With the included possibility of temporary special measures (Art. 4).
policy concern. This corresponds to the OSCE’s understanding of security, and respective OSCE Ministerial Council Decisions consequently refer to resolution 1325.

1.1 OSCE Commitments and their Connection to International Law

With the Charter of European Security in 1999, for the first time in the OSCE framework there was an explicit connection made between security and equal rights for women. In the Charter, the OSCE States emphasize that women’s full and equal exercise of their human rights is essential to achieve a peaceful, prosperous and democratic OSCE area, and they commit themselves to make equality between men and women an integral part of their policies, both at the level of their States and within the Organization. In the OSCE Action Plan from 2004 on the Promotion of Gender Equality, which serves to implement these commitments, one of the priority OSCE aims named is encouraging women’s participation in conflict prevention, crisis management and post-conflict reconstruction; the main instrument for this is to be the implementation of resolution 1325. This Action Plan was explicitly reaffirmed in 2014.

In the Decision on Women in Conflict Prevention, Crisis Management and Post-Conflict Rehabilitation (2005), the participating States are encouraged to “take active steps to ensure that women are fully informed of and encouraged to apply for positions in the area of conflict prevention and post-conflict rehabilitation processes, in particular for senior management positions”, to “support and encourage training and educational programmes focusing on women and girls, as well as projects aimed at women’s participation in building sustainable peace”, and to “regularly evaluate their efforts at gender mainstreaming in conflict prevention, conflict management and rehabilitation processes”. With the Decision on Women’s Participation in Political and Public Life (2009), the participating States are once again called on to do this, and in particular it is recommended that they create equal opportunities within the police and military from recruitment to promotion and to allow for the equal contribution of women and men to peace-building initiatives. In the Decision from Vilnius (2011), the Ministerial Council refers to 1325 to reaffirm “the significant role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and in peace-building” and “urges participating States to implement UNSCR 1325 by ensuring increased representation of women at all levels in conflict resolution and peace processes”. Accordingly, the OSCE also supports the participating States in creating their own National Action Plans on the implementation of resolution 1325. In October 2014, the OSCE published a study to provide assistance on this matter after it had published the handbook Guidance Note on Gender-Responsive Mediation in October 2013 to contribute to the implementation of resolution 1325. In general, a particular focus on the participation of women as described in resolution 1325 can be noted in the OSCE commitments on peace, women and security.

Resolution 1325 is not a directly legally binding document, but its implementation requires a focus on the UN Convention on Eliminating All

57 MC.DEC/14/04, no. 44 (e).
58 MC.DEC/8/14.
59 MC.DEC/14/05, nos. 3, 6, 9.
60 MC.DEC/7/09, nos. 1, 4, 6.
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) from 1979. In particular, the CEDAW Committee, which evaluates the implementation of the women’s rights convention, emphasized in its “General recommendation No. 30 on women in conflict prevention, conflict and post-conflict situations” that the implementation of resolution 1325 must be premised on a model of substantive equality. CEDAW Articles 7 and 8 make up the normative basis of women’s participation. Equal participation of women thereby includes all areas of state power, foreign service, their participation in civil society organizations and senior management positions at the international level. The CEDAW Committee also emphasizes the necessity of taking temporary special measures according to Article 4 in order to reach the goal of substantive equality. The close connection between resolution 1325 and the human rights of women set down in the CEDAW can also be seen in the fact that the CEDAW Committee examines the implementation of the resolution within the state reporting procedure. When examining Germany in 2009, the Committee recommended that Germany "envision launching a National Action Plan to implement the Security Council resolution 1325 (2000)."

1.2 Legal and Institutional Framework in Germany

The Federal Republic of Germany has been a Contracting State to the CEDAW since 1985. The agreement has the status of a federal law and thus establishes binding implementation orders for all state powers. It is also to be referred to when interpreting the constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights. Article 3(2) of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz, GG) guarantees the equality of men and women. According to this Article, the state promotes the actual implementation of equality and takes steps to eliminate existing disadvantages (Article 3(2) Sentence 2 GG). There are various laws intended to realize the equality of women and men, for example the Federal Equality Act, which applies to foreign service among other areas, and for civil employees in the area of the Federal Ministry of Defence, the Equal Opportunity Act for Soldiers (Soldatinnen- und Soldatengleichstellungsgesetz) and the Appointments to Federal Bodies Act (Bundesgremienbesetzungsgesetz, BgremGB). The last also applies to the members sent by Germany to international bodies.

Since resolution 1325 was adopted in 2000, the federal government regularly reports on national implementation. In 2009, a cross-ministerial working group was established to co-ordinate German policies in regard to the implementation of resolution 1325. The participating ministries are the Federal Foreign Office (AA), the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ), the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI), the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection (BMJV), the Federal Ministry of Defence (BMVg) and the Federal Ministry for Economic Co-operation and Development (BMZ). In 2012, the federal government passed a Nation-
al Action Plan to implement the resolution (NAP 1325) for the years 2013–2016. The focus of a new NAP 1325 starting in 2017 is the subject of current, ongoing co-ordination among the participating agencies. The objectives of resolution 1325 are also part of civilian crisis prevention, for which there is a separate “Action Plan for Civilian Crisis Prevention, Conflict Resolution and Peace-Building” from 2004. This Action Plan is currently being revised, and starting in February 2017, the “Guidelines for Civilian Crisis Management” are to take its place.

The protection of women and girls in the context of armed conflicts, fragility and violence is currently expressed in the BMZ’s “Development Policy Action Plan on Gender Equality 2016–2020” (GAP II) and the corresponding Road Map 2016. The Federal Ministry of Defence’s White Paper on Germany’s Security Policy and on the Future of the German Military from 2006 is still valid but is also currently being updated; a revised version is to be published this year.

Besides the cross-ministerial working group on the implementation of resolution 1325, another part of the institutional framework is the group on civilian crisis prevention that deals with all cross-cutting questions of civilian crisis prevention. The advisory board on civilian crisis prevention, which also includes members from civil society, is in contact with the group for expert discussions. Since 2010, the parliamentary sub-committee “Civilian Crisis Prevention, Conflict Regulation and Networked Actions” has existed in the German Bundestag. The independent Center for International Peace Operations (ZIF), created and funded by the federal government, is charged by the Foreign Office to recruit, place, prepare, supervise and qualify German experts and managers for peace operations.

In 2003, the civil society Women’s Security Council (Frauensicherheitsrat) was founded, and in 2010 it established a broad “Alliance 1325”. Alliance 1325 and other non-governmental organizations are actively involved in the process of implementing 1325 and monitoring that process. As set down in the NAP 1325, at least once a year there is an exchange between the cross-ministerial working group on the implementation of resolution 1325 and civil society.

1.3 Methods
This chapter is based on research of publicly accessible documents – in particular national action plans and reports on their implementation as well as relevant expert literature – and on surveys of the relevant agencies, especially of the Federal Foreign Office, the Federal Ministry of Economic Co-operation and Development (BMZ) and the Federal Ministry of Defence (BMVg). In terms of topics, the focus is on women’s participation in security and peace processes.

---
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2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

2.1 Comprehensive Approach to Security and Peace Operations

The concept of networked security used by the federal government assumes that Germany's security threats can come from afar, making cooperative, networked action among the ministries necessary. In the Federal Ministry of Defence's White Paper on Germany's Security Policy it states: “Not primarily military but social, economic, ecological and cultural conditions that can only be influenced with multinational co-operation determine the future development of security policy. Security can therefore be ensured neither purely nationally nor solely with the military. Instead, a comprehensive approach is necessary that can only be guaranteed within networked security policy structures and with the awareness of an all-encompassing, national and global understanding of security.”

The focus of German foreign policy in the area of peace and security is therefore not only on acute crisis management but also on crisis prevention. The Federal Foreign Office describes multi-dimensional peace operations as a “key instrument of the international community for conflict prevention and conflict management.” Such international peace operations are carried out by the United Nations but also by regional organizations such as NATO, the EU and the OSCE.

Currently, Germany participates in 19 international peace operations with 3,430 soldiers as well as with 172 police officers in 20 international police operations.

2.2 Requests for Action on the Part of the Federal Government

German foreign, security and defence policy must ensure that the obligations arising from resolution 1325 are implemented in the context of German participation in peace operations. Military and civilian programmes must take the gender dimension fully into consideration at every phase of the conflict. This also includes the promotion of non-military conflict resolution instruments such as mediation.

Because enduring peace can only have a chance at success under certain stable state and social conditions, development policy is also involved. German development co-operation covers the following relevant topics, among others: Rights of women, gender, peace, fragile states, good governance and participation.

The obligation arising from resolution 1325 to create equal access for women to influential negotiating and decision-making positions must be implemented in the States' own human resource policies and be promoted in the (post-)conflict state. Globally, however, women are still under-represented in crisis management and peace negotiations. An analysis by UN Women from 2012 shows that since 1992, only 5% of peace agreement signatories have been women. In only 2.4% of cases were women the lead negotiators. 3.7% participated as observers in the peace ne-
negotiations; the negotiating teams were made up of only 9% women.\(^{85}\) In the states’ traditional conflict prevention strategies, women’s experiences are often ignored as irrelevant, and their participation in working on such policies is minimal.\(^{86}\)

The federal government is therefore called on to become active on several levels:

- Its own human resource policies: hiring women, in particular for senior level positions
- Integrating a gender perspective into its own defence, security and foreign policy as well as development policy
- Promoting equal participation of women in the host country’s society and government with concrete measures and encouraging partners to also do so.

In its General Observations No. 30, the CEDAW Committee clarified the extraterritorial applicability of the UN convention on women’s rights for States that are present in a host country in the context of UN peace operations or post-conflict reconstruction assistance.\(^ {87}\) In peace operations and development co-operation, Germany must therefore fulfil the requirements of the CEDAW Convention.

### 3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments’ Implementation

The federal government views the implementation of resolution 1325 in the context of crisis prevention and peace-building as a cross-cutting issue and has taken a series of measures to implement the goals contained in the resolution. These include the aforementioned national action plans and the implementation of these plans abroad, that is, in the context of international peace operations or development co-operation. In addition, increasing the proportion of women in the relevant ministries and in peace operations is an objective.

#### 3.1 Sector-Specific Action Plans

The National Action Plan for Civilian Conflict Prevention, Conflict Resolution and Peace-Building (2004)\(^ {88}\) has created the frame of reference for the federal government’s policies up to now, and these policies have primarily been focused on crisis prevention. The term civilian crisis prevention includes conflict management before violence breaks out, crisis management and state-building as post-conflict reconstruction. Based on a broad concept of security, the action plan includes various fields of action and actors in civilian crisis prevention. The goal of the plan is to prevent violent conflicts in potential crisis regions at an early stage and contain violent outbreaks. After the end of armed conflict, effective measures of peace-building and the reconstruction of civilian structures are to prevent a renewed outbreak of violence. Resolution 1325 is not an actual element of this plan, there is only a reference to the respective National Action Plan. The obligation arising from resolution 1325 to integrate a gender dimension in peace and security policy can only be fulfilled, however, if it is taken into consideration from the beginning when working on policy plans. The equal participation of women should also be included as an important objective in such a document. This should be considered during the forthcoming, cross-ministerial development of the new Guidelines on Civilian Crisis Management. It will be the federal government’s key document for civilian crisis management: an orientation for acting in international operations – in a manner of speaking as the counterpart to the Federal Ministry of Defence’s military White Paper. It is therefore even more important for the Women, Peace and Security agenda to occupy a central position in the guidelines.

In the 2006 White Paper on Germany’s Security Policy and the Future of the Military, UN resolution 1325 is not mentioned. Currently the White Paper is being revised, and the new version is to be published in the summer of 2016. It is cur-
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\(^{88}\) http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/cae/servlet/contentblob/384230/publicationFile/4345/Aktionsplan-De.pdf
Currently not clear whether resolution 1325 will be mentioned.

The measures in the National Action Plan on the Implementation of Resolution 1325 for the period of 2013–2016 (NAP 1325) take up the four aspects of resolution 1325 (prevention, participation, protection, post-conflict reconstruction) and add the elements of preparation for the operations and prosecution. The aspect of participation is thereby to have particular importance. Women are not only to be viewed as victims but as protagonists for change. However, this contradicts the fact that in 2010–2013, only 10% of all spending by the federal government for promoting projects that contribute to implementing resolution 1325 was for projects with a focus on participation.

The federal government reports on the implementation of NAP 1325 at regular intervals, most recently in May 2014. The NAP 1325 is to give the federal government’s efforts at implementing resolution 1325 a more strategic and coherent direction. This is not entirely successful, as the NAP does not include a strategic, operative focus; there is a lack of impact orientation. The implementation report lacks findings from an evaluation on how the measures taken have impacted the socio-political situation of women. The implementation of the OSCE commitments on resolution 1325 can therefore not be evaluated on the basis of the government’s action plans.

In particular, the protection of women and girls in the context of armed conflicts and flight from conflicts is currently expressed in the BMZ’s “Development Policy Action Plan on Gender Equality 2016–2020” (GAP II) and the corresponding Road Map 2016. This plan declares that a human rights-based, transformative gender approach is followed. According to the plan, German development policy and work deals critically with typical gender stereotypes and works in a targeted manner to dismantle structural inequalities. The BMZ strategy paper “Development for Peace and Security” (2013) dictates that all measures in contexts characterized by violence and conflict take the gender perspective into consideration. This is in the spirit of resolution 1325. It corresponds to the international community’s sustainable development goal (SDG 5) of eliminating all forms of discrimination against women and girls worldwide. The effective participation of women and their equal opportunity for taking on senior level positions in economic, political and public life should be guaranteed.

**BMZ Project Examples**


The programme supports the African Union in establishing and strengthening sustainable peace and security structures for Africa (African Peace and Security Architecture – APSA). Priority areas include strengthening the continent’s early warning system and mediation capabilities and developing the civil dimension of the African Standby Force. Gender aspects are taken into consideration in all areas. For example, the African Union Commission’s Peace and Security Department is supported in making its planning and monitoring processes as well as its reporting gender-sensitive and focused on impact and establishing a “Gender, Peace and Security Programme”. With the support of the BMZ and the German Agency for International Co-operation (GIZ), numerous gender indicators were adopted into the APSA Roadmap 2016–2020. Examples are increased recruiting of female mediators for African Union peace operations and the inclusion of indicators on sexual and gender-based violence during the establishment of a continental early warning system. When planning the Gender, Peace and Security Programme,
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3.2 Proportion of Women in Relevant Ministries, in the Military and in Peace Operations

The proportion of women in higher foreign service was 28.7% at the end of 2013, and in the Federal Foreign Office’s headquarters 15.5% of the senior managers were women. 13.8% of diplomatic missions were headed by women. In the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women, Youth and Sport, 52% of the senior managers are female. In the Federal Ministry of the Interior, almost 50% of employees are women and nearly 30% of senior managers are women; in the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection, it was around 40% at the end of 2013. The proportion of women in the Federal Ministry for Economic Co-operation and Development (BMZ) was almost 60%, and a little over 40% of senior managerial positions were held by women.

Since all career paths in voluntary military service were opened to women in 2001, the number of female soldiers in the military has more than tripled. Currently, around 19,500 female soldiers are serving in the military. Training courses preparing for military operations also deal with cultural particularities of the area of operation, including cultural gender roles.

The Center for International Peace Operations (ZIF) is making an effort to increase the proportion of women in peace operations. At the end of 2015, 43.5 per cent of the ZIF expert pool members were women. In addition, the expert pool has 39 experts in the area “Gender Affairs”. The proportion of women seconded to EU operations it is 36 per cent. Since 2011, the course “Women, Peace & Security” has been held regularly, since 2013 it has also included mediation as a topic. In the OSCE itself, in 2013 35% of senior management positions were held by women; heading a Field Mission, however, so far continues to be men’s business: Since 1992, out of the 130 “Head of Missions” who were hired, only eight were women.

3.3 Gender Mainstreaming

In the framework of networked security and development co-operation Germany is active globally and supports democratic transformation processes. The conflict resolution and peace process is an opportunity for transforming existing political and social structures. It offers the chance to establish or strengthen women’s political participation.

At the very beginning of the OSCE Action Plan 2004 for the Promotion of Gender Equality, the Charter of European Security, which was passed at the Istanbul summit, is cited: “The full and equal exercise by women of their human rights is essential to achieve a more peaceful, prosperous and democratic OSCE area. We are committed to making equality between men and women an integral part of our policies, both at the level of our States and within the Organization.” The OSCE Action Plan on Gender (2004) then refers to resolution 1325 and calls for the full and equal participation of women in decision making with regard

96 Information from the Federal Ministry of Defence, February 2016.
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98 Information according to ZIF Memo on the Implementation of UNSCR 1325 in Germany. Here: ZIF Measures to Promote Women, 3 February 2016.
to security policies so they can represent their specific interests. The goal is therefore participation that gives women effective influence. Women demand seats at the negotiation table and in the political landscape in general. A global study published by UN WOMEN in 2015 on the status of the resolution’s implementation fifteen years after its adoption showed that in 40 peace processes that had taken place over the last 25 years, there was a correlation between the prospects of reaching a peace agreement and the degree of influence women had in the negotiations. The more influence women had, the higher the chance of the negotiating partners reaching an agreement. According to the study, there are similar effects when civil society representatives participate in the peace process.

According to Article 7 of the CEDAW, the States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the political and public life of the country and, in particular, shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right: (a) to vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies; (b) to participate in the formulation of government policy and the implementation thereof and to hold public office and perform all public functions at all levels of government; (c) to participate in non-governmental organizations and associations concerned with the public and political life of the country. Women are to be encouraged and supported in being elected as political decision makers in public offices. A quota for women in hiring policies of the police, military, monitoring operations that monitor the observation of ceasefire agreements, and other positions focused on post-conflict reconstruction is viewed as an appropriate measure for achieving equal participation of women in accordance with Art. 7 CEDAW.

What is important is to completely integrate a gender perspective into security and defence policy in order to create gender equality in all phases of the conflict cycle. Resolution 1325 calls for the strengthening of women’s human rights in conflict situations. This must be considered when planning and carrying out any political measures in this area.

The tool of such an analysis on the equality of women and men is gender mainstreaming. It is based on the realization that women and men are subject to different living conditions and opportunities based on their social and cultural gender roles in society and that they are affected in different ways by social processes and their effects. Women are affected differently by violent conflicts than men. Usually, they are not combatants but experience conflict as part of the civilian population and often take on new tasks and responsibilities, but they also experience gender-based violence. The key is to recognize and understand the mechanisms and regulations that lead to discriminatory hierarchies. From the outset, the focus is on the differing social roles of and power relationships between women and men in order to analyse the emergence and course of crises and wars at an early stage and to be able to develop appropriate concepts for solutions. The goal is not to include a marginalized group but to compensate for existing power asymmetries.

Equality measures aim to create equal opportunities. This was reaffirmed by the OSCE Ministerial Council Decision from Athens (2009). According to Art. 4 CEDAW, temporary special measures are permitted to accelerate the establishment of effective equality. Art. 5 CEDAW declares that the states are obligated to work toward eliminating stereotyped roles for men and women. To do so, social norms and values must often be changed to make steps toward gender equality. This also includes

103 OSCE Study, p. 71; UN Resolution 1325.
105 https://www.uni-due.de/genderportal/mainstreaming_definition.shtml
106 Decision on women’s participation in political and public life, MC.DEc/7/09.
allowing for possible shifting of power structures between women and men. The political will of the donor and conflict countries is absolutely essential for this. It may be the case that a change in the way of thinking to align more closely with gender equality must be seriously and persistently supported and demanded. At the end of a violent conflict, after the negotiation of peace agreements the drafting of a constitution is of key importance. In the constitution, human rights standards for the participation of women must be included.\textsuperscript{107}

The BMZ already supports this kind of “empowerment” of women in its project funding in the area of peace and security\textsuperscript{108} as well as with the integration of a gender dimension in its own work.

With its equality policies, the federal government fulfils its effort to meet the relevant OSCE commitments to increase the number of women in peace operations, offer gender-sensitive training to staff and take the gender dimension into consideration as a matter of principle. For the area concentrated on here, participation of women, there is certainly still room for improvement, however, in particular regarding the quality and effectiveness of women’s participation. What can be emphasized are the efforts to increase the proportion of women staff members in peace operations, including for managerial positions. One negative aspect, in contrast, is that there are very few projects that focus on strengthening the position of women for effective participation in political negotiations in countries affected by conflict. An increase in funding for measures in this area should be considered. Furthermore, it is recommended that

- the implementation of the NAP 1325 is made more coherent by the cross-ministerial working group;
- the National Action Plan for the Implementation of Resolution 1325 is reissued starting in 2017 with a true focus on impact orientation based on improved indicators and a coherent implementation strategy.

Finally, particularly in areas characterized by ideas of masculinity such as the military and police, according to Article 5 of CEDAW the goal should be to overcome stereotypical gender images. This must be addressed equally to men and women. For the military, the need for action is shown by a study from the military’s Centre for Military History and Social Sciences, which even found an increase in male soldier’s negative perceptions of female soldiers, a “clouding of the integration waters”.\textsuperscript{109}

4 Conclusion

With its regulation of women, peace and security, UN resolution 1325 and its subsequent resolutions are particularly relevant for the OSCE’s tasks and objectives: Conflict prevention and resolution by non-discrimination and equal socio-political participation of men and women as can be ensured by gender equality. The widespread efforts of the federal government to implement this resolution are therefore welcome. However, it is not sufficient as long as the gender dimension in the context of violent conflicts is left almost entirely to development co-operation. Closer integration of the topic in security and defence policy is therefore urgently necessary.

\textsuperscript{107} Rudolf, p. 37.
\textsuperscript{108} See https://www.bmz.de/de/themen/frieden/index.html
\textsuperscript{109} See especially Gerhard Kümmel, Truppenbild ohne Dame? [Picture of the troops without a lady?], Potsdam 2014, pp. 5f.
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D Combating Trafficking in Human Beings
Eva Küblbeck, LL.M.
1 Introduction

1.1 OSCE Commitments

Combating trafficking in human beings is one of OSCE’s priorities. Already at the summit in Istanbul in 1999 the heads of state and government committed to a comprehensive catalogue including, among other points: “We will undertake measures to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women, and to end violence against women and children as well as sexual exploitation and all forms of trafficking in human beings. In order to prevent such crimes we will, among other means, promote the adoption or strengthening of legislation to hold accountable persons responsible for these acts and strengthen the protection of victims.” The OSCE Action Plan on Trafficking in Human Beings adopted in 2003 is of particular importance and provides the foundation for the OSCE’s efforts to combat trafficking in human beings. This document is supplemented by the “Addendum to the OSCE Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings: Addressing the Special Needs of Child Victims of Trafficking for Protection and Assistance” (2005) and the “Addendum to the OSCE Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings: One Decade Later” (2013). The goal of the Action Plan is to support participating States with a comprehensive catalogue of measures for implementing the OSCE Decisions against trafficking in human beings. OSCE States have repeatedly committed to combat trafficking in human beings with a human rights-based approach and to focus on the victims’ rights and interests. For example, the Porto Declaration from 2002 states: “The dignity and human rights of victims must be respected at all times.”

In 2007 and 2006, the OSCE released detailed Decisions on trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation and various publications on this topic. In 2005, one topic was added to the Action Plan 2003: the special need to protect children. The importance of collecting and evaluating data on measures taken against trafficking in human beings by the States is emphasized not only in the Action Plan, it was described in detail as a priority topic in the Special Representative’s Annual Report in 2008. The comment on the Action Plan repeatedly underscores the importance of a rapporteur or equivalent mechanism.

In 2003, the position of an OSCE Special Representative for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings was established, and in 2006 the position was made a permanent element of the OSCE Secretariat. The Special Representative regularly carries out country visits to improve the measures against trafficking in human beings in a dialogue with the individual States. In 2010, the Special Representative carried out an official country visit to Germany, followed by a presentation to the Committee on Human Rights and Humanitarian Aid of the German Bundestag in 2011. During that session, the link between illegal migration and human trafficking was discussed as well as the improvements to be expected from the implementation of the EU Anti-Human Trafficking Directive 2011/36 and the necessity of a comprehensive approach to combat trafficking in human beings for the purpose of labour exploitation.

1.2 Methods

The findings in this chapter are based on literature research and written and telephone interviews with: Federal Criminal Police Service, Directorate General of Customs, Conference of Ministers of Integration, Federal Agency of Migration and Refugees, Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs and union advising offices, expert counseling centres against trafficking in human beings and the non-governmental organization National Co-ordination Circle against Trafficking in Human Beings.
coMBA tInG tRAFFICKInG In HUMAn BeInGs

When evaluating the OSCE commitments, the concluding observations from various UN treaty bodies as well as the recommendations from the Council of Europe’s Group of Experts against Trafficking in Human Beings (abbreviated: GRETA Commission) were used.

2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

Germany is primarily a destination country for those affected by trafficking in human beings. Those affected are both German citizens as well as EU and third-country nationals. In recent years, the topic of trafficking in human beings has received a relatively high degree of attention at the political level. Especially for the area of trafficking in human beings for the purpose of sexual exploitation, there is an established support system. Awareness for the problem of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation has also increased. Step by step, the rights of victims in terms of residency and social rights have been strengthened. Reliable figures for the actual rates of trafficking in human beings are not available for Germany, however. According to estimates by the International Labour Organization (ILO) from 2012, in the European Union around 880,000 persons are affected by forced labour – this figure includes both sexual exploitation as well as labour exploitation including forced begging and unlawful activities. The ILO estimates that labour exploitation (70%) clearly outweighs sexual exploitation; in all, nearly 60 per cent of the affected persons are women. There are no estimates for Germany specifically. Nationwide statistics of cases of trafficking in human beings are included in the Federal Criminal Police Service’s (BKA) annual situation reports. The reported crime statistics include all completed investigations on trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation and labour exploitation, and they give information on the age, sex and nationality of the perpetrators and the victims. The fact that trafficking in human beings for the purpose of sexual exploitation has been illegal in Germany since 1973 and has been a point of discussion for many years is reflected in the rates. This is the type of trafficking in human beings that is most frequently recognized and prosecuted. According to the BKA’s situation report, in the last four years almost 590 victims per year have been identified in the area of sexual exploitation. The vast majority (around 90%) are from Europe, more than two-thirds from Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, especially Romania and Bulgaria. On average, around 80 of the victims identified each year were minors. For the cases involving labour exploitation in the same time frame, an average of just over 30 victims each year were minors.

Other forms of trafficking in human beings such as forced begging, illegal activities or organ trafficking have not been well-researched and up to the present only individual cases have been reported from the practice. No conclusions can be drawn about actual frequency. There is also little known about the actual extent of trafficking in children in Germany; a problem that likely has been exacerbated by the large increase of minor asylum-seekers.

In the following, three topics in need of action in Germany are discussed: Human trafficking for the purpose of forced labour, child trafficking and collection of data and rapporteurs.
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2.1 Legal and Institutional Framework in Germany

Germany is a Contracting Party to the United Nations’ Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (Palermo Protocol) and the additional Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children; to the Convention on Eliminating All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW); to the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention’s additional protocol regarding the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography; and to the International Labour Organisation’s Convention Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour (Nos. 29 and 105).

The Council of Europe’s Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings as well as the European Convention on Human Rights are of particular importance. Besides these, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and the Directives 2004/81/EC and 2011/36/EU are relevant. The implementation process for the latter Directive is still ongoing.

Trafficking in human beings has been criminalized in the currently valid form since 2005. Trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation is included in Sec. 232 of the Criminal Code (StGB), and trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation is included in Sec. 233 StGB. The attempt is also punishable. Sec. 233a (Supporting Trafficking in Human Beings) deals with participation and supporting actions. Trafficking children under the age of 14 is listed as an aggravating circumstance in all sections. Sec. 236 StGB (Trafficking in Children) is not in line with the international understanding of trafficking in children because it only includes trafficking for the purposes of adoption. At the time of this report, a reform of criminal law is going through the parliamentary procedure. The existing system is to be changed and trafficking in human beings is to be defined as in the Palermo Protocol. Other forms of exploitation (forced begging, illegal acts and removal of organs) are also to be criminalized. According to current plans, the section on trafficking in children is not to be changed.16

Because citizens of other states are often, although not always, affected by trafficking in human beings, German residency laws allow for a period of recovery and respire17 for third-state nationals, that is, for non-EU citizens, so they have a chance to decide whether or not to co-operate with the prosecution authorities. This recovery period is granted as a waiver of the obligation to leave Germany for at least three months, during which the victims have access to social benefits. If victims of trafficking in human beings decide to testify in court, then they can receive a special residence permit.18 Since 2015, this permit can be extended beyond the end of the criminal proceedings. A residency permit is linked to criminal proceedings for minors, as well. The prosecution authorities are responsible for the formal identification of victims of trafficking in human beings.

Victims of trafficking in human beings are eligible for support. Here there are differences both between victims from third states and EU states as well as between the recovery time and time during criminal proceedings. For third-state citizens, during the recovery time benefits are paid according to the Benefits for Asylum Seekers Act (Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz), which also means medical benefits are limited to acute care. For the duration of the criminal proceedings, benefits according to the Social Code (Sozialgesetzbuch) are paid – this also applies to EU citizens.20

Victims of trafficking in human beings have the right to their lost wages and/or compensation. It
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15 Criminal Code (StGB) in the form from 11 February 2005.
17 Sec. 59(7) Residence Act (Aufenthaltsgesetz) in the version from 20 October 2015.
18 Sec. 25(4a) Residence Act.
20 Social Code (Sozialgesetzbuch, SGB), Second Volume, basic income for job seekers, in the version from 15 April 2015 or the Social Code, Twelfth Volume (SGB XII) social assistance, in the version from 21 December 2015.
is possible to assert the claim against the perpetrator, and under certain circumstances victims can also receive compensation according to social compensation law or statutory accident insurance. To receive unpaid wages, in Germany an out-of-court settlement or civil proceedings with a labour court can be pursued.

Due to Germany’s federal structure, the responsibilities for combating trafficking in human beings and supporting victims are divided between the national and Länder levels. The Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ) is the leading agency. To improve cooperation among the various actors at the national level, in 1997 the Federal-Länder Working Group on Trafficking in Women was set up (in 2012 it was renamed as the Federal-Länder Working Group on Trafficking in Human Beings).\(^\text{21}\)

Representatives from the Federal Criminal Police Service and civil society actors are also included in the working group.\(^\text{22}\)

Since 2003, there has also been the Federal-Länder Sub-Working Group “Protection of Children and Youth from Sexual Violence and Exploitation” that furthers the implementation of the respective action plan. One of two sub-working groups focuses on trafficking in children and sex tourism.\(^\text{23}\)

The Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS) is the head agency for the area of labour and thus also for labour exploitation. In 2015, a Federal-Länder Working Group was established in this area as well with a focus on trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation and has set the objective of creating a concept for combating trafficking in human beings by the end of 2016.\(^\text{24}\)

Most Länder have created networking committees to coordinate the work of the relevant actors. These co-operation concepts are often related to the area of sexual exploitation. The topic of labour exploitation is not dealt with as frequently, and protection of children is a focus only in exceptional cases.

The Länder are responsible for establishing and funding the support structures for victims of trafficking in human beings. These structures are relatively well-developed for female victims, and in almost all Länder there is at least one specialized counselling centre for victims of trafficking in human beings (FBs).\(^\text{25}\) They offer counselling, accommodation, etc., regardless of the victim’s residency status and offer assistance, for example, in obtaining residency permits and social benefits.\(^\text{26}\) The focus of counselling services is on women. Besides the specialized counselling centres for trafficking in human beings, there is an increasing number of union counselling centres that advise migrants who are/were employed under precarious working conditions.

### 2.2 Description of the Problem

There are still only very few known cases of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation in Germany. Drawing the conclusion that this is not a problem or is only a minor problem in Germany would be too hasty, however. Various experts assume that, “(...) there are large gaps in the current practice of identifying victims of trafficking in human beings for the purpose of labour exploitation”\(^\text{27}\) and believe the dark figure is high.\(^\text{28}\) There

\(^{21}\) [www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/gleichstellungdid=73024.html](http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/gleichstellungdid=73024.html) [Last accessed: 25 March 2016].


\(^{26}\) For a task description according to the co-operation agreement, see e.g.: [www.gesetze-bayern.de/Content/Pdf/ByVvW96522?all=False](http://www.gesetze-bayern.de/Content/Pdf/ByVvW96522?all=False) [Last accessed: 25 March 2016].


are also still large gaps in regard to support for the victims and their access to wages and compensation. Another aspect that is particularly relevant for preventive reasons is the monitoring of private placement agencies. This monitoring is recommended by the OSCE, but in Germany it is done in such a way that it is hardly effective.

For the area of trafficking in children there are also not much reliable data, and here as well a high dark figure can be assumed. Identifying children who are used for begging or forced to do criminal acts is especially problematic. Because these types of exploitation are not yet punishable as trafficking in human beings in Germany, there is not only a lack of awareness but also a lack of legal means to prosecute. The identification problem is especially true for minor refugees – almost nothing is known up to now about the extent of refugee children as victims of trafficking in human beings.

In Germany, until the present only a very limited amount of data and information on trafficking in human beings and the victims have been collected. The data are limited almost exclusively to criminal justice statistics; conclusions about the victims’ assertion of their rights such as those related to support or compensation/wages cannot be drawn. Currently there is no agency that bundles and analyses the information that is gathered in part regularly and in part ad hoc. There is also a lack of an overall concept to measure and evaluate developments in the area of trafficking in human beings and the effectiveness of the measures taken.

3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments’ Implementation

3.1 Human Trafficking for the Purpose of Forced Labour

3.1.1 Foundation in Criminal Law

Combating trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation and supporting victims first presumes that trafficking in human beings is codified as a criminal offence in national criminal law. Among other commitments, with the Ministerial Council’s Decision in 2000 in Vienna, Germany committed “to take necessary measures, including by adopting and implementing legislation, to criminalize trafficking in human beings, including appropriate penalties, with a view to ensuring effective law enforcement response and prosecution. Such legislation should take into account a human rights approach to the problem of trafficking [...].” OSCE Decisions also repeatedly refer to the Palermo Protocol, which was ratified by Germany in 2006, and call for the implementation of the provisions contained in this Protocol. The term “trafficking in human beings” as in the Palermo Protocol is defined broadly. It is an umbrella term for many different conditions in which people are held and exploited against their will, that is, with force, using various methods.

Trafficking in human beings for the purpose of forced labour has been criminalized in Germany since 2005 according to sec. 233 of the Criminal Code (StGB). Often, however, the “difficult manageability of the narrowly defined provision in Sec. 233 StGB” is criticized, as it must be proven that the perpetrator brought the victim into the exploitative situation. In practice that is often difficult. The “catch-all” provision in Sec. 233a StGB (Promoting Trafficking in Human Beings) is meant to close such loopholes by criminalizing aiding and abetting trafficking in human beings by recruiting, transporting, transferring, accommodating and accepting the victim. The Bundesrat (2nd chamber
of the legislative branch) has made the current way in which the provision is formulated responsible for the fact that it has only rarely been applied in practice.\textsuperscript{32} Germany is not only obligated to create a criminal offence, it must also ensure prosecution. This obligation arises from the national protective obligations in the conventions on human rights. To implement the EU Directive against Trafficking in Human Beings (2011/36/EU), draft legislation is currently going through the parliamentary process with the aim of adapting the criminal provisions to the internationally valid definition and easing their applicability.

Whether the planned statutory reforms will lead to better legal combating of trafficking in human beings and labour exploitation cannot yet be said for certain.

3.1.2 Sensitization as a Requirement for Identifying Affected Persons

Because recognizing trafficking in human beings and identifying those affected is the requirement for all further steps, the OSCE States have repeatedly emphasized the necessity of sufficient sensitivity in all professions (e.g. health care, social workers, labour inspectors) who might come in contact with affected persons. This awareness is to be raised further with training.\textsuperscript{33} This is also in line with Germany’s commitment arising from Article 10 of the Council of Europe’s convention.

A systematic approach to the sensitization of relevant professions is not currently discernible in Germany. In its concluding report on Germany, the GRETA Commission also points out "(...) that there is a crucial lack of awareness of trafficking for labour exploitation amongst key authorities like labour inspectors, the police, prosecutors, judges and Foreigners Registration Offices."\textsuperscript{34} An extensive interview study carried out on behalf of the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights on serious labour exploitation reaches the conclusion that affected persons are often not perceived as victims by the prosecution authorities but rather as people who have violated labour or residency laws.\textsuperscript{35} This insight corresponds to experience from the practice of specialized counselling centres and the results of an evaluation of public prosecutors’ investigation files and court decisions.\textsuperscript{36}

In contrast to other OSCE States, in Germany there is no labour inspectorate that checks working conditions to prevent exploitation. Problems can therefore only be uncovered by inspectors in other labour areas. Because their tasks do not include combating labour exploitation or trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation sensitization becomes even more important. The relevant supervisory authority in this area is the Financial Control of Illegal Employment (FKS). This agency, which is subordinate to customs, monitors whether minimum wage requirements are met, whether there are work and residence permits and whether tax obligations are being fulfilled, among other things.\textsuperscript{37} Another agency that could discover trafficking for labour exploitation in the context of checks is the labour inspectorate, which monitors whether the laws on occupational health and safety and working times are upheld. However, certain branches of labour, for example private households, are largely excluded from checks by the labour inspectorate.

Both at the federal and Länder levels, the problem of inadequate identification of cases of trafficking for labour exploitation is increasingly being dis-

\textsuperscript{32} Bundesrat Printed Paper 641/13, p. 2.
\textsuperscript{33} OSCE MC.DEC/14/06, p. 47; confirmed in: OSCE MC.DEC/8/07, No. 4.
\textsuperscript{34} GRETA (2015), p. 36, marginal number 133.
\textsuperscript{37} www.zoll.de/De/Fachthemen/Arbeit/Bekaempfung-der-Schwarzarbeit-und-illegalen-Beschaeftigung/Aufgaben-und-Befugnisse/aufgaben-und-befugnisse_node.html;jsessionid=7E2BE9A5DBA4077432812C849D214154.live0502#doc30888bodyText3 [Last accessed: 25 March 2016].
discussed. Up to now, though, this can only be seen reflected to a limited extent in the sensitization programmes for various professions:

- Police: Trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation is discussed in police training in almost all Länder; there are a few specialized continuing education courses, e.g. in Berlin. For several years, the Federal Criminal Police Service offered several courses annually on trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation or labour exploitation. In 2016, however, these were reduced and only one training session on sexual exploitation is offered. In light of the limited number of continuing education courses, it can be assumed that a large number of investigators have had no education or training on the topic of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation.

- Judges and prosecutors: In Germany, there are very few public prosecutor’s offices specializing in trafficking in human beings; typically, cases of trafficking in human beings are worked on by units specializing in organized crime.

- In general, training sessions and continuing education courses for public prosecutors and judges are voluntary and there are only very few offered on the topic of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation.

- Financial Control of Illegal Employment (FKs): In continuing education for FKS staff, no special focus is placed on Sec. 233 StGB. For all FKS employees there are mandatory basic training sessions that convey knowledge on criminal offences related to the Act on Combating Illegal Employment (Schwarzarbeitsbekämpfungsgesetz), for which the FKS is responsible.

- Labour Inspectorate: The labour inspectorate in Germany is de-centralized and organized by the Länder in over 100 units that have various names and tasks. No regular training sessions for the agency staff on the topic of trafficking in human beings could be identified.

- Federal Agency of Migration and Refugees (BAMF): In 2011/2012, a one-year project to improve the identification of those affected by trafficking in human beings during the asylum procedure was carried out. As a result, special representatives for trafficking in human beings were established in the agency’s branch offices. Due to the high number of offices and continual re-structuring of the BAMF, however, it is unclear whether special representatives are currently active in all branch offices and whether regular decision-makers are sufficiently trained.

- Foreigners Registration Offices, Deportation Detention Centres and Initial Reception Centres: In regard to these institutions/agencies, it is not known whether regular training sessions on trafficking in human beings are carried out. At each location, on-site specialized counseling centres hold training sessions if their capabilities allow or as a part of specific projects.

Civil society actors are limited in their capacities. Projects that focus on training various professional groups often do not receive sustainable funding. With the exception of the slight increase in identification in the context of the asylum procedure, no increase in identified victims can

---


42 Directorate General of Customs, Financial Control of Illegal Employment, response to written query from 17 February 2016.


45 No response to written query from 17 February 2016 to the BAMF.

46 e.g. Jadwiga Munich/Nuremberg; ISOM Project (finished), see: www.frauenhilfe-westfalen.de/menschenhandel_isom.php [Last accessed: 25 March 2016].

47 e.g. ISOM Project or Alliance against Trafficking in Human Beings for Labour Exploitation, see: www.buendnis-gegen-menschenhandel.de/ [Last accessed: 15 April 2016].
be seen. This can be viewed as an indication that there is not yet a broad sensitization in Germany that would allow for the identification of victims of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation.

3.1.3 Support Structures
In 2008, the OSCE States committed to ensuring "that victims of human trafficking have access without undue delay to secure accommodation, psychological and medical treatment and counselling regarding their legal rights and the services available to them."49

The fact that support and counselling structures are not well-established for victims of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation, in particular for male victims, has been discussed repeatedly over the last several years. Many of the existing specialized counselling centres for trafficking in human beings (FBS) primarily focus on the sexual exploitation of women. Most centres now also provide counselling for victims of labour exploitation, but only for women; men are usually only counselled in individual cases. The possibilities for advising victims of trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation are limited, in part because of the lack of a mandate from the grant providers and thus a lack of resources.50 In some Länder, however, a change can be seen in this area: In Hamburg, for example, the mandate of the existing specialized counselling centre for trafficking in human beings has been expanded to include labour exploitation and funding was increased. The project Invisible Alliance (Unsichtbar-Bündnis) against trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation was able to establish temporary counselling services in a few locations directed at all victims of trafficking in human beings. Union or union-linked counselling centres – for example Fair Mobility (Faire Mobilität) or Work and Life (Arbeit und Leben) – have increasingly turned to the topic of exploitation of mobile/Eastern European employees in recent years, but they do not focus on trafficking in human beings.51 They are different from the specialized counselling centres in particular because they are primarily focused on unfavourable and exploitative working conditions, unpaid wages or similar problems. Because these are mostly issues of labour law, a different approach is taken to counselling. In particular accommodation for male victims of trafficking for labour exploitation is a serious problem. This means that sometimes they must be sent to homeless shelters.52 The newly established Federal-Länder Working Group on Trafficking in Human Beings for Labour Exploitation has set the objective of producing a concept for establishing support structures.

3.1.4 Compensation and Wages
A 2007 Ministerial Council Decision foresees that participating States consider legislation to offer victims of trafficking for labour exploitation the possibility to receive compensation for damage suffered, including, where appropriate, restitution of wages owed to them. Already a year before that the heads of state and government underscored the importance of offering victims of trafficking in human beings the possibility to be compensated for damage suffered.53

Compensation
The Council of Europe’s convention also demands that its Member States provide for the right of the victim to be compensated by the perpetrator(s) and to receive state compensation; both are generally possible in Germany. Claims for damages against the perpetrator(s) can be filed in civil courts and in the context of the criminal proceedings as a so-called adhesion procedure (Secs. 403 ff. Criminal Procedural Order (Strafprozessordnung)).54 Even if a right to compensation has been established by a court, however, it is not ensured that it can be executed and that the victims will actually have their compensation paid. One reason for this is that often no assets

53 OSCE MC.DEC/14/06, No. 5.
54 Criminal Procedural Order (StPO) in the version from 21 December 2015.
can be seized from the perpetrator(s). Between 2010 and 2012, for example, only one conviction a year – and in one year five convictions – that was made for trafficking in human beings led to a seizing of assets.  

State compensation according to the statutory accident insurance or the Victim Compensation Act (Opferentschädigungsgesetz, OEG) are each linked to physical injury sustained from the act. If victims have an accident when working or the work causes physical injury, for example due to a lack of occupational safety, claims can be made to the statutory accident insurance. All persons are insured who are in an employment, training or service relationship regardless of the legality of the status of residency, the nationality or work permit validity. Self-employed persons are excluded. Trafficking victims are usually included among the insured “as employees”. Providing proof can be difficult if the person is registered as self-employed. Due to a lack of information, no conclusions can be drawn about whether or the extent to which victims of trafficking for labour exploitation receive benefits. Random background discussions with specialized counselling centres for trafficking in human beings as well as union counselling centres for mobile/posted employees give the impression that statutory accident insurance still plays a very minor role in the area of trafficking for labour exploitation. In contrast, through the union counselling centres claims are more frequently filed using this insurance.

Damages can also be claimed from state funding according to the Victim Compensation Act (Opferentschädigungsgesetz, OEG) if an assault occurred and the victim suffered physical harm. The OEG’s area of application is limited to physical use of violence – the threat of violence is not understood as a physical assault according to case law. Because trafficking victims are sometimes forced into an exploitative situation with psychological pressure and serious threats but without the use of physical violence, the OEG usually does not apply. Currently, a revision of the social right to compensation including the Victim Compensation Act is being pushed forward. The plan is to include in the OEG’s area of application forms of psychological violence that have not been (sufficiently) included in current victim compensation laws. The extent to which repression faced by victims of trafficking in human beings can lead to compensation according to the new laws is also to be reviewed. Currently, however, receiving benefits according to the OEG is a protracted process that is rarely successful; conclusions about whether victims of trafficking for labour exploitation receive or have received benefits according to the OEG cannot be drawn from the statistics.

Unpaid Wages

Victims of trafficking for labour exploitation have a right to wages for the work they have done – regardless of whether they have a valid residence and/or work permit. Unpaid wages can be claimed through civil court proceedings with a labour court. A fundamental problem, though, is that without the support of a counselling centre, access to lawyers and court action is usually blocked. For many, the loss of a job is linked to immediate financial pressure that often

61 Result of telephone query: Fair Mobility, Counselling Centre for Posted Employees (Faire Mobilität, Beratungsstelle für entsandte Beschäftigte) Women’s Information Centre Stuttgart, KOFRA (22 April 2016).  
63 Coalition agreement from the CDU, CSU and SPD (2013), p. 53.  
64 Response from the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs to written query from 4 April 2016.  
66 Weißer Ring: In 2013 only 3.5% of all victims of violent crime received compensation according to the OEG; www.weisser-ring.de/fileadmin/content/OEG-Statistik/OEG_Statistik_2013.pdf (Last accessed: 29 March 2016); see also GRETA (2015), p. 47, marginal number 179.
does not leave much time to file claims against the employer since the destitute victims are often forced to return to their country of origin. Pursuing wage and compensation claims is also possible from abroad, but it is much more difficult to do.\(^\text{67}\)

In a study commissioned by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights on serious labour exploitation, two additional problems were named:\(^\text{68}\) Firstly, for labour law disputes, the burden of proof rests with the plaintiff. In practice, it is often very difficult to prove the number of hours actually worked because undocumented overtime is often done. Secondly, there is a reporting requirement that obligates public agencies, including labour courts, to notify the Foreigners Registration Office about a person who resides in Germany without a valid residence permit. This can then lead to persons who do not have residence permits and who have not been identified as trafficking victims to decide against going to court to avoid criminal charges or deportation.\(^\text{69}\)

### 3.1.5 Placement Agencies

In the 2013 addendum to the OSCE Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings (THB), one preventive measure listed is controlling recruitment agencies and “promoting clear criteria (...) for the official registration of recruitment and placement agencies, and monitoring the activities of such agencies in an effort to prevent all forms of THB (...).”\(^\text{70}\)

The demand for regulation and monitoring of placement agencies has also been expressed repeatedly in Germany.\(^\text{71}\) Especially in the area of nursing care, increasingly persons from other EU countries, especially from Eastern Europe, are employed in private households nationwide. It is unknown how many persons are employed in this way. Estimates of non-governmental counselling centres are between 100,000 and 300,000 persons.\(^\text{72}\)

This kind of employment can be found with an agency; besides the Federal Employment Agency’s International Placement Services (ZAV), there are many private placement agencies. The offer also includes countries whose citizens are already part of the EU’s free movement of workers such as Poland. The government agency reviews on the basis of written documents whether the position fulfils the legal requirements, that is, whether it is legal, before a placement is made.\(^\text{73}\) The ZAV is of only marginal importance in the area of nursing care and domestic help, however.\(^\text{74}\) Instead, at-home care assistants are often brought to Germany with private placement agencies.\(^\text{75}\) In general, nursing assistants from EU countries can enter into a direct employment relationship with the employing family, or they can be self-employed or work as posted employees of a company based abroad.

According to the counselling centres’ experiences, currently the most common model is posting employees; in this model, a partner agency employs the care-giver in the country of origin and sends them to work in Germany. Formally, the placement agency in Germany is only responsible for acquiring and supporting clients. Because the length of posts is usually no longer than three months, the migrants are not required to register with the authorities and therefore remain largely unknown to government agencies and registration offices.\(^\text{76}\) There are only very limited possibilities for the authorities to monitor private households, for example with the Financial Control of Illegal Employment. According to experts’ estimations, in the placement of nursing assistants and domestic help structures have been established that are geared toward circumventing existing

\(^{67}\) Hoffmann, L. (2015), p. 29.  
\(^{69}\) GRETA (2015), p. 44.  
\(^{70}\) OSCE (2013), PC.DEC/1107, III. 1.9.  
\(^{72}\) www.faire-mobilitaet.de/++co++ff422062-ff49c-11e4-9c47-52540023ef1a [Last accessed: 29 March 2016].  
employee protection regulations. In Germany the placement agencies do not need to register, which means that the federal government has no information on the number of private placement agencies active in Germany.

3.2 Trafficking in Children

In 1990 the OSCE participating States already acknowledged the special importance of children’s rights and protecting children and, at the Conference on the Human Dimension of the OSCE in Copenhagen, decided, “to accord particular attention to the recognition of the rights of the child, his civil rights and his individual freedoms, his economic, social and cultural rights, and his right to special protection against all forms of violence and exploitation.” In the following years in various decisions, the OSCE States have agreed explicitly on measures related to trafficking in children. The OSCE Action Plan refers both to the guidelines from the United Nation’s High Commissioner on Refugees for the protection of unaccompanied minors as well as to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and its Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography and calls on the OSCE States to ratify and fully implement them. In 2005, an addendum to the Action Plan was passed that focused especially on the topic of the special needs of child victims of trafficking for protection and assistance. The particular threat of trafficking in human beings for children was also emphasized by GRETA in the report on Germany in 2015. Despite increasing attention to the topic, knowledge about the extent and forms of trafficking in children in Germany is still limited. The lack of meaningful data in regard to all forms of exploitation included in the additional protocol to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child was also criticized by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child in its concluding observations on Germany. Figures on the number of minor victims of trafficking in human beings are very limited in the already mentioned situation reports from the Federal Criminal Police Service that describe the completed proceedings nationwide each year. According to these statistics, in 2013 a total of 70 minors were identified as victims of trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation according to Sec. 232 of the Criminal Code (StGB); of these, 9 were children under 14 years of age and 61 were adolescents between 14 and 18 years of age. In 2014, it was a total of 57 minors; 5 of them were under 14 and 52 were between 14 and 17. As in the previous years, the large majority of minor victims were identified in Berlin, and according to the conjectures of the Federal Criminal Police Service this could be because Berlin has established a special office for combating trafficking in children. For the years named there is no information whether minors were also affected by trafficking for labour exploitation.

To improve information on the actual occurrence rate of trafficking in children, in 2007 the Federal Criminal Police Service had already organized an interdisciplinary workshop on dark figure studies in the area “Trafficking in Children”. A planned scientific study on the topic “exploitation of minors” has not yet been implemented, though.

3.2.1 Trafficking in Children as a Criminal Offence

In the addendum to the Action Plan, the participating States agreed on the following recommended measures, among others: “Ensuring that child trafficking, including internal trafficking, is crimi-
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78 Bundesrat Printed Paper 17/8193, p. 2.
80 OSCE (2003), PC.DEC/957, V. 10, p. 18.
82 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, UN Doc. CRC/C/OPSC/OP/U/C/1, 24 February 2014, III. no. 7, p. 2.
83 In the previous year, the numbers were somewhat higher: 2010: 95 minors, 2011: 90, and 2012: 100 minors were identified, cf. GRETA (2015), p. 12.
nalized in accordance with the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (…) in order to better address the need for protection and assistance of child victims of trafficking.\textsuperscript{88}

As described in the introduction, child trafficking is criminalized in Germany and integrated into the offences on trafficking in human beings in Secs. 232, 233 ff. of the Criminal Code (StGB), whereby persons are liable to prosecution if they force another person to start or continue prostitution or an exploitative activity by taking advantage of a vulnerable situation or using intimidation. In order to do justice to the particular need to protect children and young adults, the offences in the UN Protocol were conceptualized such that for persons under the age of 21 no force must be used or a desperate situation must be taken advantage of. If the victim is a child, this is considered an aggravating circumstance. The definition of "child" differs from the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and defines children as persons under 14 years of age.\textsuperscript{89} An adjustment is planned, however.\textsuperscript{90} The criminal offence of child trafficking according to Sec. 236 StGB does not correspond to the international understanding of child trafficking, as it only includes trafficking for adoption.

According to reports from the field, in the context of criminal prosecution of Sec. 232 StGB for minors, often the provision Sec. 180 StGB (Promoting sexual actions by minors) is used because the standard of proof is lower and it is thus easier to punish the perpetrators. In this type of criminal proceedings, however, the affected minors do not have the same rights to claims as victims of trafficking in regard to the residence permit or protected accommodation. In addition, the structures behind the actual offence of trafficking in human beings remain undetected.\textsuperscript{91} Currently, the criminal prosecution and victim protection measures in the areas of child pornography, child prostitution and sexual exploitation of children (up to 18 years of age) are not evaluated in the context of trafficking in human beings. The police is considering bundling information on these areas.\textsuperscript{92} An expansion of the information included in the national situation report "Trafficking in Human Beings" was decided by the Conference of the Ministers of the Interior in 2013\textsuperscript{93} and is to be implemented starting in 2017; details about the planned changes have not yet been released.\textsuperscript{94}

3.2.2 Support and Protection Systems

In a Ministerial Council Declaration in 2011, the OSCE States acknowledge "that child protection systems need to be strengthened in order effectively to help prevent, identify, and respond to child trafficking in all its forms, to provide appropriate assistance and protection in the child’s best interest for cases of child victims of trafficking or those at risk of being trafficked, including through appropriate services and measures for the physical and psychological well-being as well as for their education, rehabilitation and reintegration."\textsuperscript{95}

Many of these points were also brought up by GRETA in its report on Germany in 2015. The committee of experts recommended in regard to the particular vulnerability of children to trafficking that the German authorities place more emphasis on preventive and protective measures and improve existing co-operation measures. The committee also urged the authorities to establish support services for victims of child trafficking that are tailored to their special needs.\textsuperscript{96} Existing counselling centres for those affected by trafficking in human beings also often counsel children, but they are not primarily focused on children.

\textsuperscript{88} OSCE (2005), PC.DEC/685, p. 3 no. 1.
\textsuperscript{89} Reference to Sec. 176 StGB, where a "child" is defined as a person under 14 years of age.
\textsuperscript{90} Bundestag Printed Paper 18/4613.
\textsuperscript{91} ECPAT Deutschland e.V. (2015), p. 3.
\textsuperscript{92} KOK e.V. (2014), p. 12.
\textsuperscript{94} Federal Criminal Police Service, information on the telephone 22 April 2016.
\textsuperscript{95} OSCE (2011), MC.DOCC/1/11/Corr.1, p. 47.
\textsuperscript{96} GRETA (2015), p. 8.
and minors. A particular problem is that of accommodation, as there is a lack of shelters and secure living groups for differing age groups.

Important actors in the area of child protection are inadequately sensitized for the topic of child trafficking. Co-operation and networking of the youth welfare offices, youth flats, counselling centres and specialized counselling centres for sexual abuse have not been sufficiently established, which makes it difficult to refer children to other services.

To improve this situation, the Federal-Länder Working Group and the aforementioned actors are currently developing a co-operation concept “Protecting Children and Youth from Sexual Violence and Exploitation”.

The 2013 addendum to the OSCE Action Plan names asylum-seeking children as group in need of special protection when combating child trafficking. In the course of the general increase in refugees in Germany, the number of minors seeking protection is also high: In the first three months of 2016, around 30 per cent of all first asylum applications were submitted by persons under the age of 18. According to experts’ estimates refugee children and youth are not sufficiently protected from exploitation in shared accommodation because there not enough protected rooms and there continue to be gaps in identification.

To counteract this problem, the BMFSFJ has commissioned the development of training sessions to better identify minors in need of protection, among other measures. Unaccompanied minor refugees can also be especially endangered. Since 2011, there has been a continual increase of refugees in this group. Since 2005, a foreign child or youth that comes to Germany unaccompanied and for whom there are neither parents nor guardians in Germany must be appointed a guardian or caregiver. In practice, however, criticisms include that the guardians are not sufficiently trained and, due to the high number of minors in need of supervision, it is very difficult to ensure effective representation.

In the context of reporting and discussions on missing minor refugees in the spring of 2016, it is also assumed that part of the missing minors could be affected by trafficking and exploitation. There is no information available on the actual extent of the problem, though. Between 2013–2015, only one single case of trafficking of a minor asylum seeker was reported to the Federal Criminal Police Office. As described under point 3.1.2., however, it is unclear whether a special representative for trafficking in human beings is active in every branch office of the Federal Agency of Migration and Refugees and whether regular decision makers and other personnel in this area have been sufficiently trained to recognize indications of child trafficking.

3.2.3 Other Forms of Exploitation

The 2013 addendum to the OSCE Action Plan emphasizes the importance of protecting those affected by child trafficking and underscores the particular vulnerability of children as victims of forced begging and exploitation in forced criminality. The OSCE States are called on to enhance “the capacity of police, social workers and other public authorities who may come in contact with children and other individuals trafficked and exploited in forced and organized begging to ensure prompt response to their particular needs, with the objective to immediately remove, where possible, victims from harmful and exploitative situations.”
Currently, exploitation in forced criminality or begging is not included as part of trafficking in human beings by German criminal law. In the context of implementing EU Directive 2011/36, a reform in this regard is being pushed forward. In its state report on Germany, GRETA criticizes that combating child trafficking is frequently limited to the area of sexual abuse while other exploitative purposes of child trafficking are neglected.¹¹⁰ No conclusions about the actual prevalence of these forms of exploitation can be drawn. According to experts in the field, the existing support system does not seem suited to identifying children who are forced to beg or to steal or commit other criminal acts.¹¹¹

### 3.3 Collecting Data / Rapporteur

#### 3.3.1 Collecting Data and Research

The OSCE views data collection and analysis as an important element in combating trafficking in human beings and supporting those affected and urges participating States “(...) to improve research and the system of data collection and analysis, with due regard to the confidentiality of data, (...) to better assess the character and scope of the problem and develop effective and well-targeted policies on trafficking in human beings.”¹¹²

This OSCE recommendation is still relevant ten years later. Both the monitoring committee for the UN Convention on Eliminating All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)¹¹³ as well as the expert committee on the Council of Europe’s Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings¹¹⁴ criticized the lack of data in Germany in 2008 and 2014, respectively. Both committees emphasized the importance of a coherent data collection system for effective policies and view the foci of data collection to be both in the area of prosecution and in implementing victims’ rights, e.g. claims for damages, including information on the effectiveness of measures and results achieved. In 2007, in the context of a consultation with the OSCE Special Representative for Trafficking in Human Beings, the federal administration at the time had already pointed out the poor data situation and the problem of dark figures in Germany.¹¹⁵ And yet, there are still no comprehensive surveys or serious estimates about the actual extent of trafficking in human beings in Germany.

At present, statistical data collection is limited to prosecution; information beyond that is only collected selectively, not systematically or in a way that allows for comparison. Conclusions about the victims’ assertion of their rights such as those related to compensation or health care services cannot be drawn.

The most comprehensive figures are the data from the Federal Criminal Police Service that have already been cited numerous times. The Federal Criminal Police Service’s situation report “Trafficking in Human Beings” depicts annual developments and trends in the area of trafficking in human beings from a police perspective on the basis of the completed investigations reported by the Länder criminal police agencies. Because these are only cases that were reported to the police, the informative value is necessarily limited. The same applies to the Police Criminal Statistics (polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik, PKS) that are compiled by the Federal Statistical Office. It records illegal acts reported to the police including criminalized attempts, the number of suspects investigated and a series of other information on cases, victims and suspects.¹¹⁶ A third collection of statistics in this area are the criminal prosecution statistics that include sentences according to criminal offences and are broken down according to the sex and age of the convicted.¹¹⁷ Due to differing methods of data collection, these statistics cannot be compared or can only be compared to a limited extent. There are no process statistics on

---

¹¹² OSCE (2006), MC.DEC/14/06, p. 2, no. 3; see also OSCE (2003), IV 1.1, p. 9.
¹¹⁶ www.bka.de/DE/Publikationen/PolizeilicheKriminalstatistik/pks__node.html [Last accessed: 29 March 2016].
any forms of trafficking in human beings including child trafficking.

Another section of human trafficking cases can be seen in the statistics of various non-governmental counselling centres. These cases are only in part the same as those reported by the police. Victims turn to refugee, migration or women’s counselling centres or counselling centres for labour exploitation with various concerns. If the regional network works, they are referred to non-governmental offices specialized in combating trafficking in human beings. But here, too, there is as yet no unified system of data collection, and the way the individual counselling centres count cases differs. Other, governmental offices collect their statistics on trafficking in human beings in ways that do not allow for comparison, such as the nationwide hotline for violence against women or the Federal Agency of Migration and Refugees. The individual surveys are also not collected or analysed centrally. Beyond this, there are several other offices whose core mandate does not include trafficking in human beings but who also come into contact with victims, e.g., customs, the labour inspectorate, pension agencies or foreigners registration offices. None of these agencies records cases of trafficking in human beings in a way that could contribute to getting the whole picture.

3.3.2 Rapporteur

Data collection for improvements in combating trafficking in human beings is closely linked to the establishment of a central office that can develop and implement an overarching concept and that can measure and analyse developments in the area of trafficking in human beings and the effectiveness of the measures taken. In numerous Decisions, the OSCE States have agreed “to consider appointing National Rapporteurs or other mechanisms for monitoring the anti-trafficking activities of State institutions and the implementation of national legislation requirements.”

In 2007, the then OSCE Special Representative broke this down further and described the added value of such a position: “Establishing a National Rapporteur or equivalent mechanism is an important step toward implementing 1) comprehensive qualitative and quantitative data collection, research and analysis of the trafficking situation in the participating State concerned, and 2) a systematic analysis of the effectiveness of measures and policies undertaken to prevent and combat THB [trafficking in human beings].” The Council of Europe’s Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings also recommends establishing such a position. The EU Directive against Trafficking in Human Beings (2011/36/EU), which has thus far not been implemented by Germany, obligates states to set up such a mechanism.

The OSCE does not give more detailed guidelines for this type of position but instead allows states to decide which form is most appropriate and effective given the circumstances. A mechanism must have a certain degree of independence, however, in order to be able to evaluate state measures critically. According to the OSCE Special Representative, the following five purposes must be fulfilled:

- Nationwide systematic and strategic collection of data by governmental agencies, service providers and, in as far as it is possible and appropriate, NGOs;
- Systematic monitoring and evaluating of the outcomes of measures against trafficking in

119 In its annual migration report, the BAMF states the number of persons who have a special residence permit because they were victims of trafficking in human beings: www.bamf.de/SharedDocs/Anlagen/DE/Publikationen/Migrationsberichte/migrationsbericht-2014.pdf?__blob=publicationFile [Last accessed: 29 March 2016] and records how many people were identified during the asylum process as victims of trafficking in human beings (not public; written query was sent to BAMF); see also GRETA (2015), p. 39, marginal number 135.
120 OSCE (2003), PC.DEC/957, p. 19.
121 OSCE/Office of the Special Representative (2008), p. 57.
122 In its concluding observations for Germany in 2012, the UN Human Rights Council also recommended that Germany regularly evaluate the effects of all initiatives and measures against trafficking in human beings, cf. UN, Human Rights Council, UN Doc. CCPR/C/DEU/CO/6 from 12 November 2012, no. 13.
human beings at the national and international levels including an assessment as to how and why the measures are effective in combating trafficking in human beings;
- Expert analyses as the foundation for developing measures against trafficking in human beings;
- Identifying gaps in research to address practical problems;
- Reporting in such a way that policies, strategies and practical measures to combat trafficking in human beings can be improved.¹²⁵

Up to now in Germany, no concrete measures have been taken by the federal government to establish a rapporteur or equivalent mechanism. Despite critique from various civil society organizations¹²⁶ and the Bundesrat,¹²⁷ the current draft legislation to implement EU Directive 2011/36/EU does not include a rapporteur. Existing committees – such as the two Federal-Länder working groups on trafficking in human beings or the respective regional committees – only carry out individual elements of the rapporteur’s tasks listed above. This is how an exchange of information and an identification and analysis of specific problems in combating trafficking in human beings takes place. Queries and surveys on certain topics are carried out and guidelines and joint approaches to solutions are created. However, they do not fulfil the OSCE’s requirements for a mechanism to monitor the activities on combating trafficking in human beings. To ensure that the human rights-based approach of the OSCE decisions is ensured in national implementation, a systematic assessment is necessary. In its report, GRETA reaches the conclusion that currently in Germany there “(...) is no independent evaluation of the impact of anti-trafficking activities.”¹²⁸

4 Conclusion

Many OSCE decisions on trafficking in human beings and support for victims have been implemented in Germany. Although the focus of this chapter was on areas in which there is still a need for action, it should not be forgotten that in particular

In summary, it can be said that trafficking in human beings is set down in German criminal law as a criminal offence against a person’s freedom, and these laws are also applied in legal practice, albeit with limited success up to the present, particularly in cases involving minors and in the area of trafficking for labour exploitation. This problem is to be confronted with a comprehensive legal reform that is also to criminalize additional forms of exploitation. Established support and co-operation structures exist that must continue to be built up and expanded for some target groups and forms of exploitation. Here positive developments can also be noted although as yet no over-arching strategy has been created. Getting access to unpaid wages and compensation is possible in principle and is legally regulated, but in practice it is often difficult. At least for the area of state compensation, an improvement is planned. Despite clear indications of far-reaching exploitation by placement agencies, including in the area of household nursing care, little state action toward regulating the private placement agencies can be seen. A growing awareness of child trafficking victims is apparent.

Concepts are being developed to improve co-operation among relevant actors so that they can better protect minors in refugee accommodation. There are not yet sufficient support structures that consider the needs of children who have been victims of trafficking in human beings and place the well-being of the child at the forefront. There is also a clear need for action in sensitizing all professions that might come in contact with victims. A lack of awareness can be seen that makes identification of victims much more difficult or even completely prevents it. Germany is also lagging behind on the requirements in the OSCE commitments on

¹²⁵ OSCE/ Office of the Special Representative (2008), p. 64.
¹²⁶ German Institute for Human Rights (2015).
data collection and analysis of the measures taken against trafficking in human beings.

The OSCE States have repeatedly emphasized the importance of a human rights-based approach in combating trafficking in human beings. Even though human rights are given a high priority in Germany, a human rights-based approach that places trafficking victims’ human rights at the centre of all efforts to prevent and combat trafficking in human beings and at the centre of protection and support has not yet been sufficiently implemented.
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Elections

Voting Rights of Persons with Disabilities and their Right to Run in Elections

PD Dr. Hendrik Trescher


1 **Introduction**

1.1 **Topic and Methods**

Persons with disabilities often have difficulty accessing many areas of life — this includes participation in political life. In the OSCE commitments and in particular in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN-CRPD), which is explicitly referred to in OSCE documents, there are calls for the complete implementation of the voting rights of persons with disabilities and the strengthening of their political participation. For this, states are called on to become active and dismantle existing barriers to participation.

This evaluation was carried out by researching available data material, in particular from studies and statements from self-representation associations. The results were compared in telephone interviews with affected groups and heads of residential facilities for inpatient facilities for disabled persons. In addition, several parties in the Bundestag and Landtage were asked about the number of representatives with disabilities.

1.2 **OSCE Commitments**

“To ensure that the will of the people serves as the basis of the authority of the government” in 1990 the participating States already committed to “guarantee universal and equal suffrage to adult citizens”. The rights of citizens are thereby to be respected “to seek political or public office (…) without discrimination”. The participating States also commit to “provide that no legal or administrative obstacle stands in the way of unimpeded access to the media on a non-discriminatory basis for all political groups and individuals wishing to participate in the electoral process”.

These commitments were once again reaffirmed in the Charter of Paris for a New Europe (1990), and an addition was made: “everyone also has the right: (...) to participate in free and fair election.” OSCE commitments refer generally to corresponding provisions in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Persons with disabilities are mentioned for the first time in the Moscow Meeting (1991) as a group whose human rights are threatened and who are in need of special consideration. The OSCE States commit to “take steps to ensure the equal opportunity of such persons to participate fully in the life of their society.”

The Ministerial Council Decision from Porto (2002) on commitments regarding elections refers to the publication “International Standards and Commitments: A Practical Guide to Democratic Elections Best Practice”, compiled by the OSCE’s Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR). This guide includes practical recommendations for the voting rights of persons with disabilities. ODIHR has increased its efforts toward the political participation of persons with disabilities in recent years, in particular regarding the call for states to ensure unrestricted access to polling stations as a human right. In the context of its activities as an election monitoring institution, the ODIHR observes the extent to which states ensure that the election process is accessible. ODIHR recommends that the participating States conceptualize and implement measures to support voters with disabilities, for example assistance in voting or technical sup-
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1 OSCE/ODIHR 2015, p. 3.
2 Including the Federal Representative for the Concerns of Persons with Disabilities.
3 Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia, Hesse, Saxony.
5 ibid.
6 ibid.
7 ibid.
8 OSCE (1990 ), Paris, p. 4.
9 Document of the Moscow Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE no. 41.1; see also OSCE/ODIHR 2015, p. 2.
10 OSCE (1991), Moscow, no. 41.2.
11 OSCE/ODIHR 2013.
12 OSCE/ODIHR 2015, p. 3; on this, see also OSCE/ODIHR 2013.
13 OSCE/ODIHR 2010.
14 OSCE/ODIHR 2015, p. 3.
Beyond this, the parties must make their election platform accessible. ODIHR criticizes that in the majority of states, persons with cognitive impairments are still denied the right to vote and refers explicitly to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities discusses participation in many ways and views participation as a cross-cutting topic. The ODIHR points out that the UN’s CRPD has led to increased awareness that persons with disabilities should participate in the election process equally with persons without disabilities.

1.3 Legal and Institutional Framework in Germany

Voting rights are regulated in Article 38 of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz, GG). The principles of universality and equality play a decisive role, the only restriction is that the person is at least 18 years old. Article 33 GG can also be viewed in conjunction with the general prohibition on discrimination in Article 3(33) GG, where it states: “No one may be discriminated based on his disability.” The Federal Election Act (Bundeswahlgesetz, BWG) states that certain persons, including people who are under extensive care, are excluded from the right to vote (Sec. 13) and the right to run as a candidate in an election (Sec. 15). In the Federal Election Regulations (Bundeswahlordnung, BWO), which puts the BWG into concrete terms, in Sec. 46 (Ballot Rooms) there are regulations on the polling stations adhering to accessibility guidelines. According to Sec. 57 (Voting for Voters with Disabilities), persons with disabilities have the right to submit their vote with assistance or with technical support. The Equal Treatment of Disabled Persons Act (Behindertengleichstellungsgesetz, BGG) states that persons with disabilities may not be discriminated against so that their equal participation in life in their society can be ensured. This is also guaranteed in the Social Code (Soziales Gesetzbuch, SGB IX) as part of the rehabilitation and participation of persons with disabilities, among other places in Sec. 1 Self-Determination and Participation in Life in Society.

Germany ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) in 2009. A state co-ordination office for implementing the Convention was placed in the agency of the Federal Representative for the Concerns of Persons with Disabilities. The German Institute for Human Rights was entrusted with the task of operating as a monitoring body according to Article 33(2) of the CRPD; for this purpose, it created the Monitoring Office on the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

With the CRPD, Germany is required by international law to ensure unrestricted voting rights for persons with disabilities. Article 29 of the CRPD states: “States Parties shall guarantee to persons with disabilities political rights and the opportunity to enjoy them on an equal basis with others, and shall undertake to: a) Ensure that persons with disabilities can effectively and fully participate in political and public life on an equal basis with others, directly or through freely chosen representatives, including the right and opportunity for persons with disabilities to vote and be elected.” Exercising the right to vote and right to be elected is to be guaranteed by accessibility in the election process or by the possibility to use assistance, among other measures. In Article 29b, the signing States commit to a general prohibition against discrimination and to actively promoting “an environment in which persons with disabilities can effectively and fully participate in the conduct of elections.”
of public affairs, without discrimination and on an equal basis with others”.

The leading agency for the implementation of the UN’s CRPD is the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS). The National Action Plan on the implementation of the CRPD states: “The federal government promotes persons with disabilities being able to participate equally, effectively and fully in political life on an equal basis with others.” Among other measures, this includes accessibility in information and communication. However, the partial exclusion of those persons with disabilities who are under care and those who live in psychiatric hospitals has been maintained. Associations for persons with disabilities, for example the Bundesvereinigung Lebenshilfe e. V. view this as a violation of the CRPD and advocate a revision of election law.

The Federal Ministry of the Interior commissioned a “Study on the Actual Situation of Persons with Disabilities when Exercising their Right to Vote and Right to Run in Elections” that was to be published in mid-June 2016. The study’s objective is to find out which groups of people are affected by the exclusions to voting rights and to what extent they are affected.

Persons with disabilities encounter obstacles when participating in political discourse in Germany. These exist not only when exercising the right to vote but also when running for election. It is also problematic that those affected must first designate themselves as “disabled” in order to receive the respective support services. Here the question arises of the extent to which the election procedure could be adapted such that elections are accessible from the outset.

3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments’ Implementation

3.1 Access to Information

The right to vote and political participation are not limited to the voting process itself. Rather, the key to exercising this right is unrestricted access to information. For persons with disabilities, however, there are factual barriers to informing themselves about national and international political news. In addition, accessibility to election-specific information is limited. The election advertisements that were shown on television before the last Bundestag elections (2013) were for the most part not accessible. There were no election advertisements in German Sign Language or plain language, nor were there advertisements with audio descriptions. Election platforms (of the large parties) are primarily accessible in plain language or as an audio version at the federal level, but this is not often the case at the Länder or local level for financial reasons. This seems problematic because access is thus only granted to certain platforms of certain (large) parties. When election and party platforms are made accessible in plain language, there are also sometimes errors in the translation. In addition, persons with learning disabilities are often not consulted in the design process.

Television news agencies are also often not accessible but are limited to audio-visual
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24 ibid.
25 German Institute for Human Rights 2016.
27 ibid., pp. 86 f.
28 According to BWG Sec. 13.
29 Gesetzesentwurf zur Umsetzung der Behindertenrechtskonvention und seinem Fakultativprotokoll [Draft legislation on the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and its optional protocol], Bundestag printed paper 16/10808 from 13 December 2006, p. 64. A study by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights reaches the same conclusion regarding the political participation of persons with psychological health problems and people with intellectual disabilities (FRA European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights 2014). This partial exclusion is consistent with the ODIHR’s recommendations, in which the removal of voting rights for certain groups of people is foreseen as a possibility (OSCE/ODIHR 2003, pp. 59 ff).
30 Lebenshilfe 2013, p. 2. See also Palleit 2011, p. 13; Waldschmidt/Karim 2013, p. 18.
31 Waldschmidt/Karim 2013, p. 16.
32 ibid.
33 Waldschmidt/Karim 2013, p. 15; Rademacher et al. 2013.
transmission and verbal language. For the hearing impaired whose native language is German Sign Language and written German is therefore a foreign language, there are only limited options for informing themselves about current events.\textsuperscript{34} This also applies to people who rely on information in plain language.\textsuperscript{35} Despite notes in the ordinance on creating accessible information technology according to the Equal Treatment of Disabled Persons Act,\textsuperscript{36} online information on current events can often not be accessed without restrictions. In actuality, it is frequently the case that if anything is accessible at all, then it is only the start page for the respective internet sites.\textsuperscript{37} There are also obstacles to the opportunity to attend campaign events. Information at the parties' information booths, as they can be found in pedestrian zones, for example, are dependent on the accessibility of the location and in regard to the information offered there, which is usually in written and verbal language. This also applies to election advertising that is sent directly to the voters.\textsuperscript{38}

### 3.2 Right to Vote

In the Federal Election Regulations, it is regulated that "the ballot rooms are to be selected and set up according to the local circumstances such that participation in the election is made as easy as possible for all eligible voters, in particular persons with disabilities and other mobility restrictions. The local authorities are to provide information in a timely and suitable manner on which ballot rooms are accessible." However, interviews revealed that the biggest obstacle in exercising the right to vote for people with disabilities are the polling stations, which are often difficult to reach and not accessible. A study by Aktion Mensch showed that polling stations are often set up exclusively for physical accessibility; guidance systems for the visually impaired or pictograms to better understand the voting process are often not available.\textsuperscript{40}

In December 2011, 2.5 million persons were in need of nursing care in Germany.\textsuperscript{41} One-third of all those in need of care are completely inpatient in 12,400 nursing homes across the country. Surveys shows that exercising the right to vote in the context of inpatient care for disabled persons is also linked to how much personnel is available at the time to assist the residents in reaching the polling station. For persons with disabilities (often intellectual impairments) living in institutions, the closed nature of their living situation and the heavy dependence on others are obstacles to participating in political discourse. According to the Federal Election Regulations, the only possibility is to set up a so-called mobile election committee in the institution itself so that the persons living in the institutions can vote on site.\textsuperscript{42} In the Federal Election Regulations there are also provisions regarding disabled voters submitting votes.\textsuperscript{43} Among other points, here it is regulated that persons with disabilities may be supported in submitting their

\textsuperscript{34} This problem also exists for persons whose native language is not German. That fact already makes it clear that it could make more sense to ask whether there is a need for a certain type of assistance as opposed to asking about the type of disability.

\textsuperscript{35} For example, the news programme Tagesschau is only made accessible in German Sign Language in the online media library or on a third channel (Phoenix). News programmes with audio descriptions that could be used by persons with visual impairments are completely lacking. News in plain language can also not be accessed using conventional media. There are special platforms such as nachrichtenleicht.de where the most important news items are summarized once each week in plain language (nachrichtenleicht, no year). The Norddeutsche Rundfunk also has a programme in plain language, but it is limited to regional news (Norddeutscher Rundfunk, no year).

\textsuperscript{36} Ordinance on Accessibility in Information Technology (Barrierefreie-Informationstechnik-Verordnung, BItV 2.0).

\textsuperscript{37} Kunert 2013; Waldschmidt/Karim 2013, pp. 15 ff.

\textsuperscript{38} What is also problematic is that representatives from large parties often use standardized form letters. As a politician from a large party stated in an interview, these are usually formulated in elaborate written language.

\textsuperscript{39} BWO, Sec. 46.

\textsuperscript{40} Among others, Waldschmidt/Karim 2013, p. 13; Krauthausen 2013. The author is one of the polling station testers and criticizes among other aspects the height of the ballot boxes, the lack of pictograms and the fact that “no tactile guidelines or additional texts in braille are available” (Krauthausen 2013).

\textsuperscript{41} Monitoring Office for the CRPD (2015): Parallelbereicht an den UN-Fachausschuss für die Rechte von Menschen mit Behinderungen [Parallel report to the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities], p. 24.

\textsuperscript{42} BWO, Sec. 8: “For submitting votes in smaller hospitals, smaller senior or nursing homes, monasteries, socio-therapeutic institutions and correctional facilities, if there is a need and if possible, mobile election committees are to be established.”

\textsuperscript{43} BWO, Sec. 57.
vote by an assistant. This is also part of the OSCE commitments. In practice, one problem is the provision of informal assistance such as ballot aids that have errors or do not fit on the ballots being provided for voters with visual impairments. Even though the costs for these aids are paid by the federal or Land government, enabling persons with disabilities to exercise their right to vote depends on the individual work of informal groups.

The lawmaker has recognized the issue of barriers to accessibility at polling stations and legislated them in Sec. 46 of the Federal Election Regulations. The provisions are not far-reaching or decisive enough, however, to resolve the problems with voting described above because: (a) the accessibility called for in these regulations focuses primarily on mobility impairments, (b) voting is only to be made easier “to the extent possible” and (c) apparently not all polling stations must be accessible as a matter of principle – there is no general requirement for accessibility. This represents a legal restriction of the right to vote. It is also problematic that those affected must first designate themselves as “disabled” in order to receive the respective support services. Here the question arises of the extent to which the election procedure could be adapted such that elections are accessible from the outset. In 2013, the Federal Competence Centre for Accessibility reviewed the accessibility of polling stations and, based on this review, created recommendations for communities to ensure their polling stations are accessible. These recommendations are to serve to sensitize election workers on dealing with persons with disabilities and are also distributed by the Federal Election Commissioner. In part due to the fact that many polling stations are not (yet) completely accessible, the ODIHR recommends evaluating alternative voting scenarios such as the use of new technologies. So far the federal government has not taken any steps in this direction, even though voting using an online portal, for example, would be an alternative worth considering not only for persons with disabilities but for all voters, and might even lead to an increase in voter turnout.

3.3 Right to Run in Elections
In Germany, political participation is typically done by working in parties, and these are usually organized locally. If a person wishes to be elected into a political office, they must therefore first work in a party. Access to parties and election to offices is made more difficult by the physical inaccessibility of many public places (meeting locations of parties, town council, local advisory council, participation in political events, etc.) and the focus on verbal language and written communication. To fulfil their constitutional mandate in Article 21 GG to contribute to the people’s political opinion making, parties receive partial funding from the government. Support for persons with disabilities in the parties is not seen as a requirement for government funding, however, and no additional funds are provided for this purpose. There are not always enough support aids available. It is also unclear who pays for the assistance for candi-

45 (1) The local authorities shall determine a polling station for each voting district. In so far as is possible, the communities shall open polling stations in community buildings. The ballot rooms are to be selected and set up according to the local circumstances such that participation in the election is made as easy as possible for all eligible voters, in particular persons with disabilities and other mobility restrictions. The local authorities are to provide information in a timely and suitable manner on which ballot rooms are accessible.
   (2) In larger voting districts in which the list of voters can be divided, voting can be done at the same time in different buildings or in different rooms of the same building or at different tables in the ballot room. For each ballot room or table, an election committee shall be formed. If multiple election committees are active in one ballot room, the local authorities are to determine which committee is responsible for ensuring the room is quiet and orderly.
46 BKB 2013.
47 Federal Election Commissioner 2015.
48 OSCE/ODIHR 2013, pp. 5 ff. “NVT [New Voting Technologies] may also have the potential to increase access for voters with disabilities and voters who speak minority languages” (ibid., p. 5).
49 In theory it is also possible to run for a position without a party (BGW Sec. 20(2) sentence 1; German Bundestag, no year); but the probability of actually being elected is much lower.
50 Rhetoric plays an important role in politics, something that represents a barrier to participation for persons in need of speech assistance.
51 A politician who was interviewed told about one of the large parties represented in the Bundestag and the Landtag in question (not from one of the city-states) which only had one mobile audio induction loop available that is loaned out across the Land as required.
dates with disabilities during the campaign.\textsuperscript{52}

Political participation also takes place as civil society engagement, though, not least in the form of organized representation of one’s own interests. The CRPD Alliance (BRK-Allianz), an association of non-governmental organizations, warned in their parallel report to the CRPD state report from the federal government in 2011, however: “Self-representation organizations of persons with disabilities are not promoted institutionally but receive at most limited-time project funding that usually serves other project goals than that of political interest representation.”\textsuperscript{53} The CRPD Alliance calls for self-representation organizations being supported institutionally so that persons with disabilities can exercise their rights to participation as set down in the CRPD. It further states: “Besides regulations on accessibility, political and social participation opportunities for utilizing assistance and compensation for disabilities must be created.”\textsuperscript{54}

\subsection*{3.4 Definition of Disability based on Deficit}

In broader society, disability is still primarily perceived as a deficit.\textsuperscript{55} For example, a politician interviewed stated that parties often do not believe that a person with a learning disability can win a mandate because it is assumed that the electorate would have serious reservations based on the learning disability. In contrast to this perception of disability, which views it as a deficit, the politician Michael Gerr, who has a physical disability and is a member in the city council of Würzburg and Head of the Federal Working Group on Disability Policies stated: “I have lived with a disability since I was in a car accident over 20 years ago, and I have not experienced it as a limitation but as a personal enrichment.”\textsuperscript{56} The awareness must grow in society at large so that persons with disabilities are not primarily perceived in light of their disability.

Another issue is a certain blurring of the term “disability”. The categorization according to the degree of disability also does not necessarily indicate which practical assistance needs the respective persons have. It is possible that persons with the same degree of disability need differing support. That is why statistical surveys can only reach tentative conclusions about actual barriers since many people with very different assistance needs are combined under the collective term “persons with disabilities”.

It is unclear how many persons with disabilities are represented in the individual German parliaments. This is partially related to the lack of clarity with the term, which also has an effect on the data collection.\textsuperscript{57} This research showed that in the Länder parliaments in Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia, Lower Saxony and Saxony as well as in the Bundestag fewer than 1 per cent of the parliamentarians in each body are considered disabled, but these numbers have only limited reliability.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{52} During the evaluation, the case of one person became known who was deaf and ended up not being able to run for an office because it could not be clarified (in time) who would cover the costs for assistance services during the campaign.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{53} http://www.brk-allianz.de/attachments/article/93/parallelbericht_barrierefrei-layoutfassung.pdf
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{54} http://www.brk-allianz.de/attachments/article/93/parallelbericht_barrierefrei-layoutfassung.pdf
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{55} On this, see among others Trescher 2015, 2016.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{56} Gerr, no year.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{57} For example, one person interviewed emphasized that in their party, “officially” no persons with disabilities were represented. Whether a representative has a disability or not was discovered in collegial interactions and not at the party level.
\end{flushleft}
Disability is treated as a private matter and is thus not necessarily known if the party is asked whether their members are considered disabled.

There is draft legislation on the unsatisfactory definition of the term “disability” in Sec. 3 of the Equal Treatment of Disabled Persons Act (BGG) that is to be passed by parliament in 2016 to make the term conform to the requirements of the UN’s CRPD. The new version of the law has the objective of increasing participation of persons with disabilities in society including accessible political participation. The term “disability” is to be re-defined: it is to be not only primarily individual and deficit-oriented but as a condition that results from impairments in conjunction with barriers related to the environment or attitudes.

To implement these new legal provisions, societal changes will be necessary to clear the, in part, negatively connoted perception of disability. The equal participation of all persons in society is only possible if the living situations of all persons are respected from the outset and all are included. Points of contact between persons with and without disabilities must be created to dispel fears and prejudices in society.

The draft legislation on the Equal Treatment of Disabled Persons Act also foresees the creation of a participation fund for the financial support of self-representation associations (the National Action Plan also provides for strengthening the participation of associations for disabled persons). With this, the federal government reacts to

Table 1: Number of Parliamentarians with Disabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Federal Government</th>
<th>Hesse</th>
<th>North Rhine-Westphalia</th>
<th>Lower Saxony</th>
<th>Saxony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parties</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parties in which Persons with Disabilities are Represented</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parliamentarians with Disabilities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Seats</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent of Parliamentarians with Disabilities</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

59 ibid.
60 https://www.bmas.de/De/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2016/gesetzesentwurf-weiterentwicklung-behindertengleichstellungsrecht.html;
62 ibid.
calls from the BRK-Allianz in their parallel report to the First State Report of the Federal Republic of Germany. This could lead to the creation of compensation for disability-related additional demands, e.g. costs for communication aids that are necessary for carrying out the tasks of organizing persons with disabilities.

4 Conclusion

In summary, it can be said that in Germany political and legal efforts toward fulfilling the OSCE commitments have been made to strengthen the political participation and voting rights of persons with disabilities. Still, the further dismantling of barriers revealed in the right to vote and right to run for election, including the legal exception to the voting rights for some persons with disabilities, remain on the political agenda. State party financing could be used as a steering tool to promote political engagement by persons with disabilities in the parties. More points of contact should still be created between persons with and without disabilities. If participation is sensible, the recognition of people as legal subjects and legal entities of human dignity is expressed. The recognition of persons with disabilities as politically active is particularly important for historical reasons. Not least, participation can contribute to increasing the acceptance of political decisions.
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F Transparency and Democratic Institutions

Transparency of Parties’ and Representatives’ Incomes and Political Interest Representation

Anne Rennschmid, LL.M.
1 Introduction

1.1 OSCE Commitments

The democratic imperative for transparency is key for all thematic fields of action by ODIHR in the area of democratic institutions (political parties, transparency and accountability for state action, good governance).

In the document on good governance and transparency (Dublin 2012), reference is made to a public sector based on integrity, openness, transparency, accountability and the rule of law. The OSCE participating States believe that such a public sector has a central role in strengthening the citizens’ trust in public institutions and the government. For this, comprehensive mechanisms for revealing income and assets of those who hold public offices are to be developed and implemented. It further states: “We also recognize other relevant regional anti-corruption monitoring mechanisms, such as the Council of Europe Group of States against Corruption (GRECO), as effective tools, which can assist participating States as they fight corruption.” In the Decision on Combating Corruption (Sofia 2004), the Ministerial Council encourages the participating States to sign and ratify the United Nations Convention against Corruption as soon as possible, in order to ensure its rapid entry into force, and implement it fully. Transparency in the public sector is seen as a key condition for state accountability (Maastricht 2003). The Copenhagen Document from 1990 states: “To ensure that the will of the people serves as the basis of the authority of the government, the participating States will (...) respect the right of individuals and groups to establish, in full freedom, their own political parties or other political organizations and provide such political parties and organizations with the necessary legal guarantees to enable them to compete with each other on a basis of equal treatment before the law and by the authorities”.

Interest representation in political decision making processes – with a rather negative connotation more frequently referred to as lobbyism – is legitimate as an expression of pluralism within the democratic system. Interest representation must be done transparently, however, because the linking of economic and political interests can affect society’s trust in politics. The expectation of the population that government members orient their actions on the common good according to the law and legislation is an indispensable requirement for the acceptance and functionality of parliamentary democracy and thus acts to prevent conflict.

The topic chosen here is therefore a key goal of the OSCE’s human dimension.

Methods

This chapter is based on desk research of publicly available documents, in particular the reports of the Bundestag president as a national oversight body and the reports from the GRECO group of states. Besides this, information from civil society organizations was used as well as informational discussions with the Bundestag administration and civil society.

1.2 Legal and Institutional Framework in Germany

1.2.1 International and Constitutional Provisions

Germany has already signed the Council of Europe’s Criminal Law Convention on Corruption (ETS 173) and its additional protocol (ETS 191) in 1999, but it has not yet ratified them. The ratification process is currently underway and is to be concluded by the end of 2016. Germany is

1 MC.DOC/2/12/Corr.1.
2 Groupe d’Etats contre la Corruption.
3 MC.DOC/2/12/Corr.1, p. 4.
4 MC.DEC/11/04.
5 MC.DOC/1/03.
a member of the GRECO group of states, which was initiated in 1999 for the purpose of mutual monitoring of the implementation of generally set anti-corruption standards in the Council of Europe’s Member States. Germany has already been evaluated four times by GRECO (2002, 2005, 2009\(^8\) and 2012\(^9\)); each time, GRECO gave a series of recommendations for actions for German lawmakers and in 2011 even initiated warning procedures because the recommended reforms had repeatedly not been carried out.\(^{10}\) The most recent report was published in October 2014, and the German government is to respond by the end of September 2016.

Since 2014, Germany has also been a Contracting State to the United Nation's Convention against Corruption. The late ratification of the Convention that had already been signed in 2003 can be traced back to the failure to tighten criminal regulations on bribing a representative.

The imperative for transparency is also set down in the German Basic Law (Grundgesetz, GG). According to Article 20(2) GG, each state organ in Germany must derive its legitimacy from the people. That is why state organs are accountable to the entire population. For this, transparency in the exercise of political power is an important prerequisite. To this end, the Federal Constitutional Court emphasized:\(^{11}\) “Parliamentary democracy is rooted in the will of the people; trust without transparency that allows the people to see what happens politically is not possible.” This also includes the possibility for citizens to monitor the financial practices of parties and representatives of the people.

1.2.2 National Law

Party financing

According to Article 21(1) of the Basic Law (Grundgesetz, GG), parties contribute to the shaping of the people’s political will. Their internal order must correspond to democratic tenets. The parties must publicly account for the origin and use of their funds and assets in an annual report.\(^{12}\) Details are regulated in the Political Parties Act (Partiengesetz, PartG) – including the partial state funding of the parties. Parties are permitted to accept donations (Sec. 25(1) PartG) because their funding is provided by a combination of public and private funds despite their constitutional mandate to shape the political will of the people (Article 21(1) GG).\(^{13}\) According to the PartG, the president of the German Bundestag has the overall responsibility for setting the amount of state grants and monitoring party financing. He is supported in these tasks by the Bundestag administration. The Bundestag president himself is accountable to the Federal Audit Office (Sec. 21(2) PartG). As a parliamentary committee, the Bundestag's Committee of the Interior is responsible for the topic of party financing. Every two years, the Bundestag president must report on the “developments of party financing and the accountability reports from the parties” (Sec. 23(4) PartG). The PartG was last revised in December 2015. The next report from the Bundestag president is expected with a one-year delay in the autumn of 2016.

Members of parliament and the government

According to Article 38(1) sentence 2 GG, the individual members of the parliaments are autonomous representatives of the entire nation and are only subject to their own conscience. They are neither representatives of a party nor a certain specific interest or certain population group. The

---

\(^{8}\) Topics: “Criminalization of corruption and corruption prevention in connection to party financing”.

\(^{9}\) Topic: “Corruption prevention in regard to representatives, judges and public prosecutors”.

\(^{10}\) In the report from 29 December 2011, GRECO stated that only 4 of 20 recommendations of the “Third Round Evaluation Report” had been implemented (RC-III (2011) 9e). Especially the reform of the criminal offence of bribing a representative, which GRECO criticizes as being defined too restrictively, was called for several times.

\(^{11}\) BVerfGE 40, 296 (327).

\(^{12}\) The last accountability reports on political parties were announced on 17 March 2016 and on 13 May 2016 by the Bundestag president and includes the calendar year 2014; Bundestag Printed Papers 18/7910.

\(^{13}\) The amount of the partial funding is calculated by the proportion of the votes received in the most recent elections combined with the member dues, contributions from the elected officials, and donations collected. The state grants may not exceed the sum of funds collected by the party on its own. For election campaigns, the general regulations on party financing also apply.
rights and obligations of the members of parliaments are listed in the Members of the Bundestag Act (Abgeordnetengesetz, AgbG) and in the German Bundestag’s Rules of Procedure (Geschäftsordnung des Deutschen Bundestages, GOBT).

**Participation by Associations**

With the Common Rules of Procedures for the Federal Ministries (Gemeinsame Geschäftsordnung der Bundesministerien, GGO), there is a possibility for associations to represent interests in the legislative procedure: According to Sec. 47 GGO, the respective ministry is to call for statements from affected associations. The Bundestag president manages a list on which associations can be included to receive permanent passes for the Bundestag. Sec. 44a(2) AbgG prohibits corrupt behaviour of the members of the Bundestag. The practice of political interest representation by associations or lobbyists beyond this is as such not explicitly legally regulated.

## 2 Description of the Problems Using the Current Situation in Germany

### 2.1 Party Financing

In 2014, companies and associations donated around EUR 15 million to the parties represented in the Bundestag. According to the non-governmental organization abgeordnetenwatch, this can be taken from the announcement of the accountability report from the parties. According to this source, EUR 33 million were taken in by the parties with so-called sponsoring agreements, e.g. with booth fees at party conferences or from advertisements in party-internal publications.

Party donations over EUR 50,000 are considered large donations in Germany. According to Sec. 25(3) PartG, donations that “exceed the amount of EUR 50,000 in an individual case must be immediately reported to the president of the German Bundestag. The president publishes the donation with the donor’s information in a timely manner as a Bundestag Printed Paper.” This formulation is unclear because it raises questions about what the terms “individual case”, “immediately”, and “in a timely manner” mean. What can also be problematic is the separation of large donations to avoid the obligation to report them immediately. According to information from abgeordnetenwatch, in 2014 seven companies and associations made donations to the CDU, CSU and SPD that in part far exceeded EUR 50,000 and therefore should have been subject to the reporting obligation. However, the donations were split up during the year such that each individual donation was below the EUR 50,000 limit.

Another form of financial income for the parties is so-called sponsorship, which is not an official term from the Political Parties Act. The sponsors, who might fund a party event, aim to achieve marketing advantages with the financial donation by having their name announced as a sponsor of the party event, e.g. with sales booths. With an event that draws the attention of the media, the sponsors aim to draw business. In this case, it is in the interest of the sponsors for there to be transparency in what they receive as consideration for their donations. It is more problematic from a democratic perspective if the consideration is not transparent.

There is no legal obligation to publish individual sponsors and the amount of their donations. The public can therefore usually not tell what the parties receive in income from sponsoring. In his last report, the president of the Bundestag pointed out that the importance of sponsoring has increased in general for the income situation of the larger political parties. Income from sponsoring is given only in numbers by the parties in their accountability reports and shown as nameless total sums in the category “Income from events, sales of printed publications and other activities that draw income”. The parties are not legally limited in choosing their contracting partners, as they are with their donors. There is a risk that parties and

---


15 ibid.

16 Bundestag Printed Paper 18/100, p. 41.
donors take advantage of this loophole to avoid a possible reporting obligation for donations.

2.2 Members of Parliament and the Government

Members of the Bundestag are generally permitted to work in addition to their mandate. Members are part of the constitutional organ Bundestag and are not considered part of civil service. The democratic-representative status of the members of the Bundestag allows for the publication of information about the work they do in addition to their mandate. There is no legal limit to additional income, and the representatives are not required to make exact figures available to the general public; instead the president of the Bundestag places the additional income in a category. If the additional income could point to possible links with interests, they must be reported to the president of the Bundestag, who publishes them (Sec. 44a AbgG). Based on Art. 44b nos. 1 and 4 of the AbgG, the Bundestag has developed a code of conduct on this point.

Despite the reporting obligation, it is possible for members of the Bundestag to work as “independent consultants” for unidentified clients. An example published by the non-governmental organization lobbycontrol is that of the Chair of the Bundestag Committee on Economic Affairs and Energy who is also active as a consultant and, since May 2014, has received between EUR 7,000 and EUR 15,000 each month from an unspecified mandate. A possible link to interests can hardly be reliably excluded by such vague information about the work. In October 2015, 123 members of the Bundestag received income from at least one additional job.

Politicians also often change to positions as interest representatives in companies and trade associations. This kind of seamless switch can give the impression that former members of the government used the knowledge gained and privileged access to decision makers granted during their time in office for their own economic interests. In the past three years, this kind of change in position has led to public discussions (for example the employment of the Federal Minister of Health by an insurance company, the consulting activity of the former Minister for Development Assistance to an arms manufacturer, the Minister of the Chancellor’s Office’s move to become a lobbyist for the Deutsche Bahn, and a State Minister in the Chancellor’s Office’s move to an automobile manufacturer as well as that of the Prime Minister of a Land to a pharmaceutical company). For a long time, there were no legal regulations on a waiting period between public office and a position in the private sector.

2.3 Transparency in Interest Representation

To obtain a permanent pass for the Bundestag, interest representatives can have themselves entered on a list of associations, the structure of which was created in 1972. The list, which was made for traditional forms of associations, no longer reflects the current reality of political interest representation, something also noted by GRECO. Besides this, an informal practice has been established of passes being issued by the parliamentary managing directors of the parties. It was thus no longer transparent which lobbyists were going in and out of the Bundestag. The Bundestag administration only revealed which lobbyists had received passes for the Bundestag building from the parties.
after the Administrative Court of Berlin\textsuperscript{26} passed a judgement forcing the matter.

3 Assessment of the OSCE Commitments’ Implementation

3.1 Party Financing

One positive aspect is that there is institutional monitoring for party financing by the president of the Bundestag. The legally required accountability of the parties and the publication of the accountability reports provide basic transparency. What can be criticized, however, is the lack of possibilities for the supervising instance to take measures that would go beyond recommendations made by the Bundestag’s president.

A reform of the legal reporting obligation for large donations and the legal regulation of sponsoring has been recommended for years by GRECO and the president of the German Bundestag. Up to now, though, the Bundestag has not been able to reach an agreement on the subject. They were not included in the Draft Legislation for the Revision of the Political Parties Act from December 2015.\textsuperscript{27}

In the most recent report on the situation of party finances published in 2013, the president of the Bundestag explicitly criticized the lack of transparency in large donations to parties.\textsuperscript{28} In the report, he recommends that lawmakers create stricter regulations of large donations to prevent them being split up to avoid the reporting obligation. The current, weak legal requirements for transparency have made this type of abuse easy. Since 2009 the Council of Europe’s group of states against corruption, GRECO, has repeatedly recommended to German lawmakers that they develop a more global approach to party financing that also ensures that money from the parliamentary groups and foundations are not used for general party tasks and that violations of reporting requirements for donations are sanctioned.\textsuperscript{29}

In regard to sponsoring, the president of the Bundestag warns that “the widespread unease about insufficient transparency in this sensitive social area must be taken seriously”, and regulations on sponsoring need to be included in the Political Parties Act.\textsuperscript{30} This would mean that in the future there would also be limits and reporting obligations in this area. In its 2009 recommendation to legally regulate sponsoring, GRECO used the Common Rules\textsuperscript{31} of the Council of Europe States as its basis. The ODIHR handbook on political parties (sections 172–175) also refers to the Common Rules and emphasizes that parties in a democracy are accountable to the population. Striving for political influence has a particular lack of transparency in so-called “patron sponsoring”.\textsuperscript{32} The sponsor avoids the public but uses material means to obtain privileged access to parties and influential politicians. This can occur by non-public funding of party events or formal dinners with party and government members. There is a risk that this type of contribution is falsely published in the parties’ accountability reports (or that it is not reported at all).\textsuperscript{33}

Based on this information, the existing legal obligation for the parties to only have to book such contributions as non-specific income is not adequate for preventing abusive financial practices.

\textsuperscript{26} http://www.lda.brandenburg.de/media_fast/5955/VG_Berlin_2_K_176_14.pdf
\textsuperscript{27} Bundestag Printed Paper 18/6879.
\textsuperscript{28} Bundestag Printed Paper 18/100, p. 38.
\textsuperscript{30} ibid.
\textsuperscript{31} Recommendation Rec(2003)4 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on common rules against corruption in the funding of political parties and electoral campaigns (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 8 April 2003 at the 835th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies).
\textsuperscript{32} On this, see the Bundestag’s Research Services, WD 1–3000–028/11, p. 8.
\textsuperscript{33} ibid.
In contrast, the majority of the members of the Committee of the Interior were of the opinion that the legal regulation of sponsoring would go too far.\(^{34}\)

### 3.2 Additional Income for Representatives

The OSCE document on good governance and transparency (Dublin 2012) calls for the public to be informed about Bundestag members’ additional income.

To this end, in 2007 the Federal Constitutional Court stated in a verdict that established a principle\(^ {35}\) on the reporting obligation for additional income: “Only the fact that the members of the Bundestag have such a time commitment when responsibly carrying out their mandate that it is usually not possible for them to make a living another way justifies their claim to receiving a full salary from taxes paid by citizens. [Additional jobs] offer numerous opportunities to use the political influence of a Bundestag mandate [...] for a profit, and it is precisely from these opportunities that a particular danger to the independence of exercising the mandate and to a willingness to make the mandate the focus of work arises.”

Since October 2014, members of the Bundestag must report their additional income in ten categories\(^ {36}\) instead of only three as was previously the case. And yet the sector of the additional work can still remain relatively vague (e.g. “consultant”). That is why civil society\(^ {37}\) demands that at least the industry in which the clients or customers work must be revealed. Here, though, it would have to be ensured that this kind of reporting would still uphold the requirements of lawyer-client privilege. Paid lobby work should be entirely prohibited for members of the Bundestag.

The determination that members of the Bundestag have violated their obligations according to the Members of the Bundestag Act is published as a Printed Paper, possibly with additional sanctions, according to Sec. 44a AbgG (Fines). The sanction foreseen by this provision is only the publication of the rule violation. The intended political sanctioning mechanism can only be effective, however, if citizens are aware of the sanctions.\(^ {38}\) That is why the determination of a violation should also and additionally be published directly with the information on the member of the Bundestag in the Bundestag’s Official Handbook or on the member’s website.

The non-governmental organization abgeordnetenwatch calls for a limitation to the professional activity of a former member of government and parliamentary secretaries of state if they become active in an area that is connected to their previous service immediately after ending their term in office. There is a risk that politicians in high government positions could open up career options for themselves by doing favours for certain companies and institutions.\(^ {39}\) Even the appearance of corruption on the part of members of government must be avoided. The lawmakers recognized this problem, and in June 2015 introduced new legal waiting periods. The regulations can be found in the Act governing the Legal Status of Parliamentary State Secretaries (Gesetz über die Rechtsverhältnisse der parlamentarischen Staatsssekretäre) and in the Act governing Federal Ministers (Bundesministergesetz). Now if there are cases of a feared conflict of interest, the president of the Bundestag can set a waiting period of up to twelve months, or in exceptional cases up to 18 months. During this waiting period, the affected person is paid a bridging salary. Civil society has criticized the regulations as insufficient and demands a waiting period of three years.

---

34 See Bundestag Printed Paper 18/100, p. 7 with reference to Bundestag Printed Paper 17/8200, pp. 6 ff.
35 Judgement from 4 July 2007, 2 BvE 1/06.
36 Category 1 includes one-time or regular monthly income between EUR 1,000 and EUR 3,500, Category 2 income up to EUR 7,000, Category 3 income up to EUR 15,000, Category 4 income up to EUR 30,000, Category 5 income up to EUR 50,000, Category 6 income up to EUR 75,000, Category 7 income up to EUR 100,000, Category 8 income up to EUR 150,000, Category 9 income up to EUR 250,000, Category 10 income over EUR 250,000.
39 https://www.abgeordnetenwatch.de/blog/2016-04-05/wer_auf_den_gesetzgebungsvorschlag_einfluss_nnehmen_will#sthash.pNOOn-rQE.dpuf
3.3 Transparency in Interest Representation

The democratic state’s institutions can be seen as a kind of competition structure for shaping political will, which is meant to ensure that as many interests as possible are considered equally when deciding on the common good. The participation of all parts of the population in as equal a way as possible in political decision making – or the equal representation of their interests – is an important prerequisite for conflict prevention. It is problematic, however, that usually financially strong actors can more effectively push their interests through than interest groups representing public concerns such as the support of socially weaker or discriminated parts of society as these groups are often also financially weak.

GRECO calls for “the transparency of the parliamentary process be further improved, e. g. by introducing rules for members of parliament on how to interact with lobbyists and other third parties seeking to influence the parliamentary process.” The introduction of a binding lobby register and a so-called legislative footprint were already discussed in the Bundestag in the previous legislative period. This kind of “footprint” is to be included in draft legislation and inform about which external persons (lobbyists, associations, lawyers, companies) assisted in creating it. On this point, as well, parliament was not able to reach an agreement on a regulation. According to the Federal Constitutional Court, transparency in the legislative process it is important that the entire process is transparent for citizens and that the result is decided on in full view of the public. The goal is to strengthen the public’s trust in the Bundestag and its members.

In February 2016, the Council of Elders decided to tighten the rules of access for associations in parliament and to limit the number of passes. The unchecked issuance of passes by the parliamentary party leaders is thus to be prohibited in the future. Each association must re-register. It may only submit an application if it is represented in the capital city and will receive a maximum of two passes instead of the previous five. The goal of the new regulation is to make the process more transparent and to give passes only to those interest representatives who are entered in the voluntary association register and are thus also recognizable as such. Individual companies cannot be included in the association register. Because parties are not to be able to issue passes with the introduction of the new association list, overall there is more transparency.

4 Conclusion

With the introduction of new legal regulations in the previous two years, the federal government has only in part fulfilled the aforementioned, repeated recommendations from the president of the Bundestag and the Council of Europe’s group of states against corruption. Important topics such as sponsoring or the effective monitoring of reporting requirements and sanctions for violations against these requirements remain only vaguely regulated or unregulated because the parliament could not reach an agreement. This becomes particularly clear in the last amendment to the Political Parties Act, which has been in effect in the new version since January 2016. Here almost none of the committees’ recommendations can be found. The calls for more transparency in party funding and lobbying thus remain. The regulations valid up to the present in this area cannot be viewed as fully compliant with what the OSCE Decisions described in the beginning of this section foresee and to which Germany has committed itself as a participating State. This includes the implementation of the GRECO recommendations. There continues to be a need for improvement in
ensuring equal opportunities for the articulation of varying political interests in society.
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